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All-in-one
Moore forms work harder for you —
that’s because Moore can supply you with many
‘all-in-one’ constructions that multiply system uses.
The Moore Man can
you how a unique construction
or a different approach
your system need builds
additional functions into Moore forms.
Idea: Incorporating sequential numbered
for
job or part identification along with production and billing
forms. Idea: Predated coupons incorporated
statements for easier monthly remittance returns.
Idea: Source documents or special instructions carried
along with ‘working papers’ by pasted pockets in the set.
The Moore Man can suggest many ‘function adding’
features
make your Moore forms work harder for you!
And—he’ll add Moore Total Value:
Quality materials and precision manufacture.
Service before and after you
Make-good guarantee.
Prompt delivery from over 35 plants.

Teletype® Sales Order
12-part continuous form
incorporating pasted pocket, factory copies
and shipping papers. The form separates
sectionally for later handling. (Example: parts
1 and 2 form a pasted pocket to store tape,
part 3 becomes plant copy.) Shipping inserts
data on parts 4, 5, 6; parts 7-12 form Bill
of Lading set.
be extended and distributed.

A
Payment Coupons 2-part continuous Speediflo
form consisting of a mortgage statement and
12 payment coupons. From previous year’s tax bills,
the bank estimates and prints monthly payments
on coupons. Sends
homeowner who detaches the
coupon when
and sends to bank with payment.
Part 2 of the form is a control.

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol4/iss4/9
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Shipping Order/Bill of Lading A 6-part continuous form
with wide and narrow parts for economical copy control.
After printout, shipping adds data and holds part 6.
Parts 3, 4, 5 are a B/L set; 1 is used prepare the
invoice. Features: 2-color printing; 2-color screening;
reverse printing; colored paper for B/L copies.

Requisition/Purchase Order A complete 6-part system
systematize and control procedures, eliminate
extra writings,
time and money. Parts cover
requisitioning, purchasing, receiving accounts payable,
follow-up. A perforated strip from vendor copy (part 1)
notifies requisitioner order has been placed.
Parts in color; 2-color coding expedite preparation.

Production Tickets For fast, accurate production-sequencing,
an entire system a 1-part continuous form
on card stock, made up of 103 perforated numbered tags.
After the computer printout, the perforated sections
provide a ticket for every operation on the production line
(with Nos. 1-7 used for shipping).

MOORE BUSINESS FORMS

Published by eGrove, 1967
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Nathan Schmukler • Capital Mobility and the Investment Decision
Every capital investment carries with it the risk of
failure. The cost of failure, however, can be greatly
reduced if the project has capital mobility—if the
assets acquired have alternative uses. With all the

p.

emphasis on the various ways of calculating the
profitability of proposed investments, capital mobility
has been neglected in capital budgeting. It should,
this author feels, be taken explicitly into account.

Robert L. Lenington • Controlling Return on Investment in Government Contracts... p. 21
In the financial management of government contracts
controllers have tended to stress control of spending.
Yet in the defense business, as in any other, the
ultimate measurement of performance is the profit
that can be generated against a level of investment.

The author outlines a method for determining the
investment in a given contract and for monitoring
the return on it—a method that has enabled his com
pany to reduce its contract investment requirements
significantly.

Robert M. Smith • Solution to Medicare Accounting Problems
For most businesses the choice of one accounting
method rather than another affects the financial
statements but not the money in the till. For hos
pitals—under Medicare—this is not so. Before the
end of this year they must select among several

p. 28

methods of calculating costs and several methods
of federal reimbursement for Medicare patients, and
the decision will have a significant effect on their in
come. This article describes a technique for finding
the most profitable choice.
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Howard M. Carlisle •

Systems Approach to Integrating Cost and Technical Data .... p. 34

Too many aerospace contractors let engineers report
technical progress on a contract in their own terms;
the accountants then report financial progress in their
terms. Then it’s left up to management somehow to

reconcile the two sets of reports. This article proposes
a technique for integrating cost and technical data—
on a consistent basis—throughout the planning and
control process.

Robert E. Duvall • Accurate Time Standards in Less Time
The use of standard time measurement has become
routine for repetitive, high-volume production oper
ations. The technique is generally considered less
economical for job shops because of the high cost of

the industrial engineering time required. This author
recommends the use of “slotted” time standards and
tells, with examples, how they have worked in his
company.

Bill J. Bishop • Effective Organization for Capital Expenditure Analysis
Because of the importance of capital expenditures to
the future of any company, many top managements
devote far too much time to relatively minor invest
ment decisions. In capital budgeting
in operations,

p. 42

p. 51

organizing the effort so
to involve employees at
all levels often produces the best results. This author
has some suggestions for developing such an or
ganization.

DEPARTMENTS
People, events, techniques

p.

What people are writing about

p. 57
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You are now face to face
with faster computer
input and data display.

The new Burroughs Input and
Display System gives you an instant
visual link to your Burroughs com
puter—for input and output—from
any point in the country.
To communicate with the computer,
you simply type your message on the
keyboard, which is designed much like
comesAs you

a standard typewriter.
the message appears on the
screen. Check it over. Correct it from
the keyboard. No need to hurry; proc
cessor time is not involved until you
are ready. When you are, just press a
key for instantaneous transmission to
the computer.

The computer's message
back
to you, on the screen, the instant
it’s prepared. It’s that simple. It’s
silent. It’s fast. And information may
be retrieved for revision and then
returned to the computer just as easily.

Burroughs Input and Display Sys
tems are available with one or multiple
monitor/keyboards per control unit.
Each 9 x 12-inch screen projects up to
25 lines of 80 positions each. A printer
is available if you need permanent
printed records.

Uses? On-line keypunching. Inventory
control. Bank teller inquiry. Up
dating or altering stored computer
information. Management informa
tion retrieval. Order entry. Hospital
patient data retrieval. In fact, any
application in which you can benefit
from speedy conversation with your
computer.

This new
link is just
of the
many ways a Burroughs 500 System
computer displays its responsiveness
to your needs. For full details of this
and other advanced 500 System capa
bilities, write Burroughs Corporation,
Detroit, Michigan 48232.
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people, events, techniques
Nationwide Electronic Credit Transfer System Seen as Inevitable;

Working on Chief Stumbling Block, Personal Identification

“The development of a national
and largely integrated system of
electronic money and credit trans
fer is inevitable over the next 15
years,” was the verdict of a Die
bold Group study of the future
money and credit, reports Ralph
E. Weindling, director of the
Group.
Weindling, in reviewing the
findings of the last year of the
Group’s continuing study, com
pared the expected development
of automated financial transactions
to the development of the nation’s
transport and telephone systems
over the past 15 years. “Just as
those facilities, as they were in
1952, would break down under the
demands of 1967 traffic, so would
our current system of money and
credit transfer break under the
projected demands of 1982,” he
said. “This will not be allowed to
happen because it would mean the
economic strangulation of the
United States.”
In reviewing the findings of the
study, Weindling expressed doubt
of the success of most of the cur
July-August,
1967
Published
by eGrove,
1967

rent bank-retail credit card ven
tures. The competitive structure of
banking and business institutions,
cost factors, and optimal utiliza
tion of available technologies point
the way to a nationally and region
ally integrated system. Although
many new bank activities do repre
sent a response to future probabil
ities, few of the current bank ven
tures seem to be headed in the
direction of an integrated system,
nor do they appear capable of
joining the few leading financial
and credit groups preparing to
achieve such systems. It is likely,
Weindling said, that such leaders
as the Bank of America and certain
joint bank-credit card company
ventures will be the ones to deter
mine the future environment for
financial transactions. And “only
those ready to fit into that en
vironment — in terms of technol
ogical planning, service capabili
ties, and marketing — are likely to
profit from it.”
With the exception of a safe
and inexpensive identification tech
nology, the specific technologies

for an automated system of money
and credit are already available.
According to Diebold estimates, ex
isting computer, communications,
and terminal equipment would be
capable of handling the basic tech
nological requirements of an auto
mated system and could do so at
a relatively low cost. The big
problem that remains is finding
an effective method of maintaining
an identification file. This will
probably involve some sort of voice
recognition spectrogram technique,
Weindling said. Such techniques
are undergoing rapid development
now and should be ready for use
during the early 1970’s.
The effects of the oncoming cash
less society, as enumerated by
Weindling, include:
• More and smaller transactions
will be done on credit.
• There will be more efficient
control of credit risks.
• The credit granting function
will be broader.
• The consumer will benefit
through a consolidation of his re
sources and the greater availability

5
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checkless society and reviewing
of financial advisory services to ad
for banks in a direct funds trans
some of the projects of ABA’s
fer system.
vise him on the best way to op
Checkless
Society
Committee,
Mr.
timize these resources.
“It is extremely important,” Liv
W. Putnam Livingston, vice presi
• Major savings to business will
ingston stressed, “that bankers and
dent of Bankers Trust Company,
result from lower audit, bad debt,
businessmen treat these projects
New York City, described the
and check handling costs.
seriously. We have already seen too
checkless society as a nationwide
• Product-related credit cards
many articles appearing in the
financial information utility, with
will cease to be profitable to re
press and in magazines that do not
data and information massive
tailers.
do justice to the vision of a check
enough to call for “a dedicated
The effect of the cashless society
less society when we should be
system.” In addition to handling
on banks, Weindling added, will
considering it soberly for what it
the movement of money, this sys
probably be in the form of a
really is — one of the truly signi
tem may include credit, credit in
reduction both in float and in de
ficant promises of the computer
formation, and data for all the na
age.”
mand deposits. During 1966 banks
tion’s economists. It is this last
derived around 66 per cent
their
function, Livingston said, that may
income from demand deposits. By
prove to be one of the most im
1975-1980, however, demand de
Honeywell Asks Probe
portant aspects of the system in
posits are expected to represent
terms of maintaining and monitor
only 45 per cent of their revenue.
Of Air Force Contract
ing our country’s economic health.
The checkless society concept
Inherent in a checkless society,
was also the subject of several ad
Award to High Bidder
Livingston said, is the establish
dresses before the recently held
ment of a computerized communi
National Automation Conference,
The once subdued, behind-thecation system capable of transfer
sponsored by the Automation Com
scenes rivalry among leading com
ring funds of business and indi
mittee of the American Bankers
puter manufacturers seems to be
viduals through easily accessible
Association.
out in the open—at least
far as
input and output terminals with
In examining the concept of the
Honeywell, Inc. is concerned.
minimum dependence on docu
The electronics concern has
ments. The reduction or elimina
asked a General Accounting Office
tion of documents, however, im
investigation of an Air Force award
poses an acute demand for per
to IBM over a lower Honeywell
sonal identification and some sort
bid and has taken on another
of universal numbering system on
major competitor, Sperry Rand, in
the order of the social security
a $60-million suit for damages.
number.
The Air Force squabble has as
background the service’s call for
competitive bidding on a contract
Research going on
for 150 business-type computers,
ABA’s Personal Identification
the largest single contract ever
Project Committee is currently
negotiated. Several leading com
studying the problem of choosing
puter manufacturers, including
the best number to identify Joe
Honeywell, submitted bids. Honey
Smith and proving that Joe Smith
well has charged that IBM won
actually is the person he claims to
the contract with a bid that was
be. “Also, ABA’s Checkless Society
$60 million higher than Honey
A series by BEMA
(Business Equipment Mfrs. Assoc.)
Committee is coordinating its ef
well
’s and significantly higher than
for all management — large and small
forts with those of NABAC and the
the other bidders’, Burroughs Corp.
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY FOR
Federal Reserve System. NABAC
and RCA.
EFFICIENCY AND ECONOMY
is
using
the
Illinois
Institute
The Air Force replied that the
• Decisions
DATA
Technology
to
conduct
a
year-long
contract was given to IBM under
How to get the most out of data
processing;
pages, $7.25
survey to develop design criteria
the Pentagon’s procurement tech
• Office Machines: SYSTEMS Devices
for a modern, practical, and mininique of “life-cycle costing,” in
Latest techniques in systems and
mum-cost electronic communica
which training, repairs, and main
methods; 156 pages, $6.00
tions
system
to
serve
the
banking
tenance over the life of the contract
• Developing the
Total OFFICE Environment
industry,” while the Federal Re
are figured in as well as original
Space — Productivity — corporate
serve System has been using the
purchase price. Thus, a contract
image concepts; 112 pages, $4.75
Order today Stanford Research Institute for a
winner could have higher original
study which has already suggested
costs but could offer large enough
THOMPSON BOOK COMPANY
National Press Bldg., Washington, 0. C. 20004
advantages subsequently so that
as many economies for business as
6
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overall costs would be low. Under
this criterion, the Air Force main
tains, IBM’s package was “not sig
nificantly more costly” than the
other manufacturers.
In its letter to the GAO asking
an investigation, Honeywell has
charged that the Air Force award
has “favored IBM to the exclusion
of Honeywell and to the detriment
of the taxpayer.” Honeywell’s esti
mate
the cost to the latter:
“more than $60 million.”
The GAO is making a study
the award and may, as a result,
produce more clearcut guidelines
for future computer orders by the
government.
The Honeywell-Sperry Rand dis
pute arises over a patent held by
the latter; Honeywell charges that
licensing practices by Sperry Rand
are damaging to Honeywell’s busi
ness. Sperry Rand holds a patent
Gary N. Coen, data processing
on the Eniac (the first electronic
manager for Mayflower Transit, reads
computer, built in 1942 for the
information printed in Indianapolis as
it is transmitted from visual display
government).
terminals in Los Angeles or New York.
Honeywell claims Sperry Rand’s
Clerk simultaneously enters van sched
licensing agreements are discrimin
(Top)
uling data on shipments in central
atory and that one “favored licen
section of country. (Right) Printer
see” is paying much lower royal
units alongside the visual display ter
minals record each detail of moves
ties than are being asked of other
registered by the dispatcher, or
manufacturers. Moreover, Honey
moves originating elsewhere but in
well says, the basic Eniac patent is
volving van movement in the dis
itself invalid, since the patent was
patcher's area.
not granted until 1964, and the
Eniac was on sale in the United
States for more than a year after its
development and before the patent
was granted. The law stipulates,
according to Honeywell’s suit, that
Move Over, Railroads; Now Moving Company
a patent to be valid must be filed
Has Computer Control of Van Locations
not more than one year “subse
quent to a ‘public use’ or an ‘on
computer, located in Indianapolis,
The moving industry’s first com
sale.’ ”
includes shipper’s name, order
puter-controlled
van
management
Sperry Rand, which
all ma
number, size of shipment, point of
system has been inaugurated by
jor computer manufacturers have
origin, destination city, estimated
Aero Mayflower Transit Company.
been approached about the Eniac
cost, loading date, delivery date,
Now, 2,900 miles of leased tele
patent and that a great many licens
packing
services to be provided,
communications lines link the com
ing agreements are being negoti
and
data
required for billing pur
pany’s dispatching offices in Los
ated, has filed a $20-million counter
poses
and
for internal use. Move
Angeles, New York City, and In
suit against Honeywell charging
orders,
routes,
and scheduling and
dianapolis with an IBM System/
patent infringement.
operational
information
are also
360 Model 30 computer that re
The “favored licensee” mentioned
stored
in
the
computer
’
s
files for
cords, stores, and feeds dispatch
in the Honeywell suit, though not
answering
inquiries
and
updating.
ing information needed to coordi
named, is assumed to be IBM,
Dispatchers in the three cities
nate the interstate movements
use
IBM 2260 visual display ter
which announced a cross licensing
a fleet of 1,500 moving vans.
minal
units to enter information on
agreement with Sperry Rand in
The sort of order information
each
long
distance move into the
stored on magnetic disks by the
1965.
July-August,
1967
Published
by eGrove,
1967
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computer. Mayflower also has in
“Note the emphasis here on mar
Business Should Welcome
dividual printers linked with the
ket structure. If that structure is
Antitrust Decisions,
computer to type out orders and
indeed unsatisfactory, only dissolu
special instructions at the dis
tion of giant enterprise can, I
Economist Says
patcher stations in the three cities.
would assume, correct it.”
The economist said he believes
Perhaps the executive who criti
business can exist far more com
Rate calculation
cizes government regulations con

fortably in an atmosphere where
trolling his business is risking much
In addition to van management,
the emphasis is on performance.
more fundamental government in
the company plans to store tariff
“A bit of adjustment and com
terference with the basic structure
sections and special rate informa
promise in performance is a lot
of business, the National Associ
tion in the computer. Once the
easier to take than a major re
ation of Business Economists was
computer is given the section, mile
structuring of business enterprise,”
warned recently.
age, and special instructions, it can
he concluded.
The speaker was Dr. Irwin M.
calculate rates under proper sched
The businessman’s most valu
Stelzer, president of National Eco
ules, add special charges, extend
able ally in the area of government
nomic Research Associates, Inc. He
the amounts, and prepare the
regulations may well be his “lib
gave his talk at the Association’s
proper billing. This will not only
eral” critics, the economist said.
annual seminar on the proper re
provide fast, accurate billing of
lationship between government and
commercial accounts but will also
business in New York City.
serve as a double check on the
“Power attracts regulation,” Dr.
New York City Turns to
charges for all private moves.
Stelzer said. “Those of you who
Other jobs currently being han
Private Industry for
are impatient with recent antitrust
dled by the computer include
decisions would do well to con
preparation of a 650-man payroll,
Help in Traffic Snarl
sider this carefully. Effective anti
calculation of mileage and mainte
trust enforcement may prove incon
nance records for vans in operation,
There are at least some instances
venient and costly at times. But
claims accounting, accounts receiv
where government, rather than as
successful enforcement of antitrust
able, agent statements, contract
suming the role of private business,
principles will preserve market
truck recordkeeping, and paper
reverses the process; New York
structures which are less likely to
work for state taxes and sales
City has turned over to private
attract regulatory attention.”
volume reporting.
enterprise two functions usually
Citing the case of a former busi
handled by municipal authorities.
nessman (mentioned as a possible
Mayor John Lindsay, chief ex
candidate for the Republican presi
ecutive of the nation’s metropolis,
dential nomination) who, in a re
Ivy League Schools
signed contracts last month with
cent attack on excessive concen
Chemical Bank New York Trust
Strengthen Their Hold
tration of power in the hands of
Co. and Computer Usage Devel
a few large concerns, had said,
opment Corp. to take over much
On Executive
“Monopoly power on the part of
of the bookkeeping involved in
business, which keeps prices arti
accepting payment for traffic fines
Contrary to popular impression,
ficially high, defeats both progress
and for identifying those who have
the incidence of Ivy League col
and progress sharing,” Dr. Stelzer
received summonses but have never
lege graduates in top executive
commented:
posts is growing rather than dim
paid the fine. Chemical will han
inishing. A report by Standard &
dle a load of about 15,000 mailed
Poor’s Corp. shows that 47 per
payments each week, which in
cent of top business leaders who
cludes fines for both traffic and
Correction
are college men are Ivy League
jaywalking violations. Cost to the
Management Services made an
graduates; twenty years ago, only
city: 11½¢ a ticket. Computer Us
error in the article, “Pareto’s Law
41 per cent had a northeastern
age will make up the other half of
and Modern Management,” by C.
diploma.
the
system; it will devise a com
Jay Slaybaugh, p. 53, March-April,
The percentage of college gradu
puter
system that will match the
’67. The author used the phrase,
ates among the 70,000 executives
bank’s records of fines paid against
“Pareto’s formula represents a
surveyed has risen from 41.4 per
a ist of outstanding summonses.
family of curves depending on
cent to 67.6 per cent in the period
The system will first isolate those
the value assigned to oc.” The
since 1947, the survey showed.
who have not paid their fines, and
author’s oc was set by our printer
As in 1947, Harvard,
and
then issue arrest warrants for them.
as ∞, the mathematical symbol for
Princeton led the list, in that order,
In the past, approximately 40
infinity.
per cent of the million-plus traffic
in this year’s survey.
The Editor

8
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Vol. 4, No. upon
4, July-August
[wholeform
issue]of automation plays a leading
Depending
whether 1967
or not
tickets issued annually: Management
in New York Services,
role. Of 305 respondent hospitals
the teacher wishes to take advan
were ignored completely by their
which have considered the use
tage of the filmed program for the
recipients. Importance to the debtcomputers, 286 or 90 per cent are
day, each closed circuit telecast
ridden city of the new system can
planning to install them. Two hun
originating in the trailer is made
be seen, however, from the fact
dred and eleven respondents stud
available to complete classes or to
that the 60 per cent of the citizens
ied closed circuit TV applications;
individuals within each class, as
who did pay their fines contributed
149 plan to use them.
indicated.
$14 million a year to the city.
Sharing resources among several
According to Cornell and Evans,
different hospitals will also be
the key to the project is the pro
stressed far more heavily in the
vision for individual differences.
Computer-TV-Film
years ahead, according to the sur
Many Indian children have had no
vey. About half the respondents
exposure to ideas that are basic
Complex Designed to Aid parts
have considered the pooling of
of American society, while
blood banks, and 68 per cent of
many others are familiar with these
Indian Education
these plan on it. Forty per cent of
ideas. The computer-mediated con
the respondents have investigated
cept provides that “in each class
Evco, a basic instructional re
and for each class member, each
the sharing of geriatric facilities,
search and design firm of Albu
and 61 per cent of these are still
day’s test yields the next day’s pre
querque, New Mexico, has been
scription.”
pursuing the idea.
awarded an $86,100 contract by the
More than half have considered
The partners pointed out that
Bureau of Indian Affairs for com
pooling laboratory facilities, and
one central computer plus trailers
puter-guided instruction and closed
exactly half of these plan to do so.
located at each school section
circuit television to be used in
Queried on the subject areas they
would make the system usable in
schools at Isleta Pueblo, N.M.
are most interested in, respondents
almost any number of separate
According to Evco partners Skip
listed the top ten as:
schools simultaneously.
Cornell and Dr. James Evans, the
Hospital design, computers and
program is aimed at furthering “ac
automation, nursing wing facilities,
culturation — on bringing Indian
flexibility of use, design of ex
children further into the 20th Cen
Hospitals Plan to Spend
tended care units, design of inten
tury culture amid which they live.”
sive care and cardiac care units,
The Isleta project, when it be
$20 Billion on Growth
waste handling, overall efficiency,
comes operational next September,
financing, and vertical and horizon
was explained by Cornell and Ev
In Next Ten Years
tal traffic movements.
ans like this:
American hospitals plan a major
Each day Isleta students are
rise
in expenditures during the
tested on a machine-scorable de
next
decade—$20 billion by 1977
vice called the Evco card.
Electronic Test Checker
or more than 70 per cent more than
was spent in 1957-1967. They also
Introduced; Scanner and
Results sent by phone
anticipate that the Federal gov
trailer housing a closed-circuit
ernment will be the source of about
Memory Units Do the Job
broadcasting center and transmit
40 per cent of the funds—which is
at least twice what the government
An electronic test checker, espe
ting equipment will be parked at
estimates.
Isleta to send the test results via
cially suitable for personnel de
telephone line to an IBM 1130
partments to use for testing the ap
computer located at Evco.
titude of applicants and employees,
Automation planned on
At Evco, the computer translates
has been introduced by Rochester
These expectations are revealed
each student’s scores and selects a
Datronics, Inc., Minnesota.
in a survey of more than 500 hos
tailored program of films on each
Called the Datronics 400, the
pitals conducted by Walter Kidde
aspect of contemporary American
machine takes less than one sec
cultural understanding on which
Constructors, New York.
ond to electronically scan a truescores indicate more work is
The overall increase of 69 per
false or multiple-choice test paper,
needed.
cent breaks down into 54 per cent
compare it with the right answers
Individual results, overall class
for construction of new facilities
stored in its memory, mark the
results, and the program for the
(see article on Medicare, p. 28,
wrong answer, and print the appli
following day are then transmitted,
this issue), 69 per cent for expan
cant’s total correct score.
again via telephone lines, back to
sion of existing facilities, and 137
The test checker is about 40
the trailer—ready for teachers’ use
per cent for modernization.
inches long, 12 inches wide, and
the next morning.
In modernization plans, some
8 inches high. It can be placed on
July-August, 1967
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Eight
Eastern
Women
’s
plugged into any standard 120-volt,
bon, paper, or type. Rather, com
50/60-cycle AC outlet.
puter or magnetic tape data are
Colleges Form Data
Applicants taking a test select
presented n an internal cathode
Rank on Students
one from as many as four answers
ray tube, and as the characters are

for each question and mark their
formed they are permanently ex
choices on an answer sheet. No
posed on microfilm.
computerized data bank at
special pencils are needed.
Under the former system using
Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, New
The machine is also protected
electromechanical printers, it took
York, will help a group of eight
against clever attempts to beat a
each of the IRS Regional Service
women’s colleges rate students ap
test by marking two or more
Centers almost 1,600 hours of print
plying for admission by comparing
blanks. The machine simply skips
ing time in a single month to re
their records with those of students
over that question and answer,
cord annual listings alone. Now, in
already in college.
leaving it up to the interviewer to
the 1,600 hours once required to
The eight colleges that will con
decide whether the applicant had
print one region’s annual listings,
tribute information for the data
the S-C 4400 turns out annual lists
suspicious motives or made an
bank are the members of the Col
for the entire nation—with around
honest mistake.
lege Research Center and include
1,000 hours left over for any other
Rochester Datronics, Inc., worked
Vassar; Briarcliff College, Briarcliff,
with engineers from Honeywell’s
required activities.
N.Y.; Connecticut College, New
Another important benefit of the
Micro Switch division to develop
London, Conn.; Hollins, Hollins,
the simplified control system that
new system, at least for the IRS
Va.; Mount Holyoke, South Had
uses only two push buttons. One
reference clerk, is that while
ley, Mass.; Randolph-Macon Wom
formerly he had to move about
push button turns the machine on.
en’s, Lynchburg, Va.; Trinity, Hart
two tons of paper on and off the
The other selects either test pro
ford, Conn.; and Wheaton, Norton,
shelf each day to process data and
graming or scoring.
Mass.
answer inquiries, now, using the
To program an entirely differ
The data bank will include such
microfilm system and retrieval
ent test, a sheet with the right
information
applicants’ grades,
codes, he can simply insert an
answers is simply run through the
admission scores, motivation, and
eight ounce microfilm cartridge
machine to put the right answers
attitudes as well as statistics and
into a microfilm reader and locate
in the machine’s memory. To put
progress reports on students al
the correct line of data in less
the machine in the scoring mode
ready in college. Such information
so it can mark test papers, the
than two minutes.
will help admissions officers de
push .button is released.
cide, for example, whether an ap
plicant with rather low grades and
high motivation can succeed or
EDP Programs Patent
whether the college of the appli
Records Computer
cant’s choice is actually the best
Not Recommended
college for her.
Output Directly on

Microfilm Records
The Internal Revenue Service
has gone one step- further in its
effort to streamline its clerical pro
cedures.
IRS is now using a StrombergCarlson Microfilm Recorder to con
vert tax information from auto
matic data processing systems into
permanent microfilm records that
are being made at speeds 25 times
faster than is possible with electro
mechanical printers and that are
easier to use and less costly to
transport than the paper ledgers
formerly produced.
Stromberg-Carlson, a subsidiary
of General Dynamics, designed the
S-C
so that, unlike other com

The President’s Commission on
the Patent System has recommend
ed that computer programs not re
ceive patent protection.
The full text of the recommenda
tion reads as follows:
The classes of patentable subject
matter shall continue at present,
except:
3.
series of instructions which
control or condition the operation
of a data processing machine, gen
erally referred to as a “program,”
shall not be considered patentable
regardless of whether the program
is claimed as: (a) an article, (b) a
process described in terms of the
operations performed by a machine
pursuant to a program, or (c) one
or more machine configurations
established by
program.

New questionnaires scheduled
The College Entrance Examina
tion Board and the American
Council on Education will work
with the College Research Center
to prepare questionnaires for appli
cants to determine their scholastic
background, motivation, what they
expect to gain from a higher edu
cation, and why they chose to ap
ply to a particular college.
The College Research Center,
organized two years ago on an in
formal basis to analyze student
performance, has applied for a New
York State Regents charter now
that it has become more formal in
structure, according to a New York
Times article.
Management Services
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There have always been
good reasons for setting up
the Payroll Savings Plan
in your company.
Now freedom Shares offer
the best

reason
ever.

The reasons for setting up the Payroll Savings Plan for U.S. Savings
Bonds were always sound — security for our country and system
atic savings for your employees. Today these reasons
sounder
than ever. The stakes
higher and so, too, is the incentive to set
up and join the Plan.
A brand new U.S. Savings Note called “Freedom Share” is avail
able from the Treasury Department. It's a companion note to the
popular Series E Savings Bond, and available only in combination
with E Bonds through a regular plan like Payroll Savings.
When your employees purchase E Bonds they have the option
to buy Freedom Shares, too, on an approximate one-for-one basis.
Freedom Shares earn 4.74% when held to maturity 4½ years and
must be held for at least one year. They
available in four de
nominations ranging from $25 to $100, and only one deduction is
necessary
apply toward the Bond/Freedom Share “package.”
But before you or your employees can take advantage
these
shares, you
first set up a Payroll Savings Plan in your plant.
The plan can be easily handled under your normal payroll pro
cedures. For a do-it-yourself kit containing all you will need
set up this employee benefit
mail the coupon
Treasury Department, U. S. Savings Bonds Division
Washington, D. C. 20226

Dear Sirs:
Please send me a do-it-yourself kit containing all I will
need to set up a Payroll Savings Plan in my plant.

Name
Position

—
—

Company

Number of Employees

Address
City

State

Zip

In your plant... promote the PAYROLL SAVINGS PLAN for U.S Savings Bonds
The U. S. Government does not pay for this advertisement. It is presented as a public service in cooperation with the Treasury Department and the Advertising Council.
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Every year
we fail to educate
thousands of potentially
successful citizens
because they’re
mentally retarded.
And we’re supposed
to be so smart.
Is it smart to spend $150,000 to keep a mentally
retarded person in an institution for a lifetime,
when he could be earning
own living?
Is it smart or even fair to deny an adequate
education and job opportunity to citizen of your
community simply because he’s retarded?
Even now it happens far too often.
Yet, the fact is that 85 percent of the retarded
are capable of supporting themselves if they are
trained. Indeed, they do many routine jobs better
than average or normal” people.
Does your community have special programs for
education, recreation and vocational training of
the retarded? If it doesn’t, it’s time it did. And you
could be the person to get the ball rolling.
learn what you can do, send for a free book
let. Address: The President’s Committee on Mental
Retardation, Washington, D.C. 20201.
Published as a public service in cooperation with The Advertising Council
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Any investment decision aimed at earning profits
necessarily carries the risk of loss. But the cost of pos
sible failure can be minimized if the principle of cap
ital mobility is followed: the use of equipment and
assets which have alternative uses —

CAPITAL MOBILITY AND THE

INVESTMENT DECISION
by Nathan Schmukler
Brooklyn College

As a result, significant advances
of the capital
have been made in these areas, par
investment decision in busi
ness has been given increasing rec ticularly in the application of dis
counted cash flow analysis to the
ognition in recent years. In few
determination of profitability.
other areas can the right decision
Many of these techniques, how
be so rewarding or the wrong de
ever, adopt profit maximization as
cision so costly. Economic
 litera
virtually the sole criterion for the
ture and business practice both re
capital investment decision. Joel
flect current efforts to improve and
Dean’s comment, “A business firm
refine the decision making process
is an organization designed to make
associated with capital budgeting.
profits, and profits are the primary
Much of this effort has been fo
measure of its success,”1 offers a
cused upon the development of
techniques for measuring the com
parative profitability of alternative
1
Dean, Managerial Economics, Pren
investments or the timing of capi
tice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J.,
1951, p. 3.
tal replacements for minimum cost.
he importance

T

valid guide for entrepreneurial de
cisions, but it should not be ap
plied without qualification or reser
vation. Modem decision theory
makes it evident that business ac
tions are rarely simply and singly
motivated but rather that they
emerge from the complex interplay
of many—often conflicting—goals.
An exclusive emphasis on profit
ability ignores the existence of
other basic business aims. Among
these, for example, are the survival
of the organization and, related to
survival, the preservation of its
capital. In Administrative Behavior,
Herbert Simon notes that “The

la
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upon the alternative use potential
Management Services: A Magazine of Planning, Systems, and Controls, Vol.
4 [1967],
4, Art.
9
of the
asset, No.
by the
original
investor
or by others. Assets may differ
greatly in the degree to which they
possess mobility. Some assets pur
chased for a particular capital proj
ect may have no value except for
that project; other assets may re
tain their value in many other ap
plications.
Take a company faced with the
problem of moving a new product
from the factory to a storage area.
To accomplish this inventory move
ment, management is contemplat
ing either the purchase of five fork
lift trucks or the installation of a
conveyor system utilizing a combi
The maximum long-run profitability of any enterprise is a
nation of gravity feed and electrical
net concept arising from the difference between the profits
power and necessitating structural
of successful decisions and the losses of unsuccessful ones.
building modifications.
As another illustration, a com
values and objectives that guide in
From this overall view the maxi
pany in an expansion program has
dividual decisions in organizations
mum long-run profitability of the
a choice between two new product
are largely the organizational ob
enterprise is a net concept, arising
lines, each requiring additional in
jectives—the service and conserva
from the difference between the
vestment. Product line A can be
tion goals of the organization it
profits of successful decisions and
manufactured with the kind of
self.”2 The organization must incor
the losses of unsuccessful ones. A
equipment currently used for the
porate in its decision making proc
complete decisional system, direct
company’s major product lines.
ess values and procedures which
ed toward maximizing long-run
On the other hand, product line
minimize the dangers to its con
profits and promoting corporate
B requires highly specialized ma
tinued existence that are inherent
survival and the preservation of
chinery for which no other com
in a free and rapidly changing
capital, cannot be limited to an
pany use exists.
market system.
evaluation of comparative profita
As a last example, in furnishing
Business decisions are thus sub
bility on the assumption of success,
new offices a company is consider
ject to the opposing pressures
either total success or success dis
ing either buying standard file
the unavoidable need to assume
counted for probability. It also
cabinets or installing built-in units.
risk in order to make profit, and
must include measures to minimize
In each of the situations described
the menace of that risk to its sur
the inevitable cost of failures.
the alternative choices will involve
vival. No safeguards and no system
the investment in assets substan
of decision making can assure total
tially different in the degree

Capital mobility defined
success.3 Every investment decision
their mobility.
is therefore taken not only with an
It is in relation to this aspect of
This quality of mobility is an
awareness of the risk of failure for
capital planning, the consequences
important and favorable charac
and costs that would result from a
any individual project but
teristic in capital investment, and
change in a decision after it has
with the almost certain knowledge
it should be recognized in the capi
been implemented, that the con
that some of the decisions will turn
tal budgeting process. Capital mo
cept of capital mobility is signifi
out wrong.
bility does not affect the profitabil
cant.4 Capital mobility is a measure
ity
of individual projects; it does
of the recoverability of an invest
2 Herbert A. Simon, Administrative Be
affect
the total profitability of the
ment other than by the service of
havior, The Free Press, New York, 1965
enterprise. Capital mobility does
(Free Press edition), p. 198.
the asset in the original use and
3 In reply to
question about mistakes
not eliminate, or even reduce, the
environment for which the invest
in decision making, Alfred P. Sloan,
risk of failure of an investment;
ment was initially made. The value
former chairman of the board of Gen
it
does reduce the cost of failure.
basis
for
capital
mobility
depends
eral Motors, replied, The executive
Capital
mobility does not resolve
who makes an average of 50-50 is doing
4 For
introduction to the economic
pretty good.” (The New York
the uncertainties of the future; it
concept of mobility, see Billy E. Goetz,
January 17, 1964, as cited in The Capital
does, however, demonstrate most
Management Planning and Control, Mc
Budgeting Decision by Harold Bierman,
definitely
an awareness of their
Graw-Hill
Book
Company,
Inc.,
New
Jr., and Seymour
Macmillan Com
presence and reality.
York, 1949, p. 44.
pany, New York, 1966.)
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In furnishing new offices, a company is considering either buying stan
dard file cabinets or built-in ones. The alternative choices will involve
investment in assets substantially different in the degree of their mobility.

The introduction of capital mo
bility as a significant factor in the
investment decision need not alter
the method of profitability analysis
employed in capital budgeting. The
evaluation of mobility should sup
plement, not replace, the profit
ability analysis.
If the company relies upon the
generally criticized but widely used
payback method, then it is already
implicitly stressing capital liquidity,
and recognition of the additional
factor of capital mobility is a
natural and consistent step. For the
company employing either unad
justed return on investment or
some form of discounted cash flow
analysis, both of them methods that
emphasize profitability, it is par
ticularly desirable to supplement
any evaluation of comparative prof
itability with an analysis and evalu
ation of comparative mobility.

Capital liquidity
As used generally in accounting
and finance, liquidity refers to the
time period required in the normal
course of operations to recover
fully the original investment in an
asset or to convert specialized
capital back to cash or cash equiv
alents. In this sense, for example,
an asset (such as inventory) with
a turnover of 1.0 or higher is con
sidered a liquid asset whereas an
asset (such as equipment) with a
turnover of 0.1 is considered a fixed
or non-liquid asset.
According to this definition, the
liquidity of capital affords no in
July-August, 1967
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sight into the nature or degree of
the mobility of capital. Assets with
the same life expectancies will have
identical factors measuring their
liquidity, from a balance sheet
point of view, even though they
may differ greatly in the recover
ability of the capital investment
other than by means of the original
service function, that is, in their
capital mobility.

Liquidity

mobility

Asset liquidity may, however, be
interpreted more broadly than in
the usual accounting classification.
Liquidity may be defined as the
ability to convert to cash, at any
point in the useful life of an asset,
its unrecovered cost or remaining
investment or
the ability to
transfer the remaining service
value, or a reasonable portion
thereof, to cash or cash equivalents.
In this sense only, liquidity is one
of the determinants of mobility,
and an asset possessing such liquid
ity may be said to have market
mobility.
Like mobility in general, market
mobility is a favorable asset qual
ity. Market mobility refers to the
convertibility of unrecovered serv
ice value to cash; use mobility re
fers to the convertibility of unre
covered service value to an alterna
tive service value within the or
ganization. In any given situation,
market mobility may equal, exceed,
or be lower than use mobility.
Where an alternative use function
is available internally, use mobility

will often exceed market mobility
because of marketing costs, trans
portation costs, time costs, and
middleman profits.
It is important to distinguish
clearly between the concept of
capital mobility and that of salvage
value. Salvage value measures that
part of the original investment
which it is estimated will be re
covered, commonly by the market
action of sale or trade-in, at the
termination of the useful life of
the asset in the function for which
it was acquired. Mobility measures
the alternative use value of the
asset throughout its useful life. Sal
vage value is normally calculated
upon the assumption that the proj
ect will be continued to fruition.
Mobility invokes the calculation of
alternative values if that assump
tion is not realized.
Salvage value affects, and is
taken into account, in the fore
casted profitability and yield of the
proposed investment. Mobility does
not affect the forecast of profitabil-

NATHAN SCHMUKLER,
Ph.D., CPA, is associate
professor
the Depart
ment of Economics of
the Brooklyn College of
the City University of
New York and visiting
associate professor in the
Graduate School of Busi
ness Administration of
New York University. Dr. Schmukler is a
member of the American Institute of CPAs,
the National Association of Accountants, and
the American Accounting Association. He cur
rently serves on the committee on relations
with educational institutions of the New
York State Society of CPAs.
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Equipment purchased to fill tubes of toothpaste but equally capable of
filling jars of hair dressing would be an example of product mobility.

ity or yield. Salvage value normally
influences the amount of annual de
preciation charged to earnings and
the book value of the asset. The
measure of asset mobility usually

has no effect upon the recorded de
preciation of purchased equipment.
In short, assets with identical cost,
life expectancy, and estimated sal
vage value can differ greatly in
their relative capital mobility.

Advantages of capital mobility
Capital mobility has the primary
advantage, as discussed, of further
ing the basic business aims of maxi
mizing overall net earnings and
conserving corporate capital. There
are other advantages to the mobil
ity of capital that justify its con
sideration as a factor in the invest
ment decision:
• Capital mobility promotes ease
of financing. As a general rule,
assets that are highly mobile can
be financed more readily and at
lower cost than those that are not
so mobile. Where leasing arrange
ments are advantageous, mobile
assets can also be leased more
easily.
• Capital mobility promotes
change and innovation. When assets
are purchased with alternative use
possibilities evaluated in the deci
sion, there is less pressure to per
sist in an original course of action.
Both the psychological and finan
cial costs of changing direction
seem less onerous if the alterna
tives were already contemplated in
the original decision.

• Capital mobility also will en
courage innovation in those in
stances where company manage
ment is reluctant to accept the ad
verse effect upon reported earn
ings of a loss upon abandonment or
sale. The existence of alternative
use value may avoid the need for
either action.
• Capital mobility, on the other
hand, reduces the pressure to make
hasty—and possibly premature—re
placement decisions. Alternative
use value will often decline less
sharply from year to year than
market or salvage value. The cost
of a year’s delay, as measured by
the decline in alternative use value,
will therefore not be as high.
• Capital mobility can offer the
advantage of retaining and recov
ering not only the capital directly
invested in the equipment but also
the capital invested in skill, man
power training, experience, and
organizational structure, which
would be lost upon the sale or oth
er disposition of an asset.
• Mobility can be advantageous
to the extent that alternative use
value may benefit from an in
crease in value as a result of infla
tion. This increase may partly or
fully offset any unanticipated de
creases in utility because of re
duced asset efficiency or techno
logical change. While it is true that
value may decrease as a result of
deflation, the historical record of
price level changes suggests that
the net benefit is likely to be on
the upward side.
• Finally, company emphasis on

the mobility of capital can influ
ence not only the selection of a
project among alternatives but also
the nature of the alternatives sub
mitted for consideration. Aware
ness that capital mobility will bo a
factor in selection gives project
originators an incentive to conceive
and plan projects in a way that in
creases asset mobility with little or
no sacrifice in the profitability or
other virtues of the project.

Types of capital mobility
The quality of capital mobility
has its origin in the alternative use
potential of the asset. This in turn
is determined by the physical char
acteristics of the asset; the environ
ment and physical manner in which
it is employed; the technology of
the industry; the nature, size, and
diversity of the company; and rele
vant market conditions. The follow
ing classification of capital mobility
suggests the source of mobility:
Functional mobility—The mobil
ity of an asset may be based on its
capability of serving a function
other than the one originally
planned. For example, vats used in
a processing operation may serve
instead
storage units.
Product mobility—This describes
the service of an asset in its original
function but applied to a product
different from the product for
which the asset was initially ac
quired. Equipment purchased to
fill tubes of toothpaste, but capable
of filling jars of hair dressing also,
would be an example.
Management Services
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of course,
not 4,cost-free,
Place or plant mobility
—Equip Services,
such
as large, heavy presses, sub
: Management
Vol. 4, No.
July-Augustand
1967its[whole
issue]
value must be discounted for time,
ment may have a service value in
stantial cost may have to be in
storage, and other costs. Capital
a plant, warehouse, or office other
curred. These costs must be esti
mobility is present only if there is
than its original location. This type
mated and subtracted from alterna
a net value for future use. Time
of mobility is particularly common
tive use value. High costs associ
mobility is a most uncertain and
in larger companies with multi
ated with achieving a secondary
elusive form of capital mobility,
plant operations. An essential req
use of assets reduce capital mo
and management must guard
uisite for, and a common impedi
bility.
against conjuring an imaginary
ment to, the successful application
3. The relationship of value in
time mobility to avoid acknowledg
of place mobility in large organiza
alternative use to value in original
ing losses.
tions is the information system
use: The closer the value of the
within the company. The system
asset in alternative use is to its
should create an awareness
the
value in original use the greater
Determinants of capital mobility
equipment needs and resources
the mobility of the asset.
Mobility is not an absolute qual
4. The specialization of the
all segments of the business.
ity that assets either possess or
Capacity
efficiency mobility—
equipment and the extent to which
totally lack. Mobility is, rather, a
it is physically or functionally asso
Equipment no longer capable of
relative concept, and assets may
ciated with other equipment: Nor
attaining the standards of output
claim mobility to a greater or lesser
mally, generalized and independent
and performance required in its
degree. The following factors are
primary and original use can often
assets tend to have the greatest mo
material in determining the mobil
bility.
be employed under less exacting
ity level of assets:
conditions. Commonly known as
5. The physical mobility of the
1. The number of alternative
“downgrading” of machinery, this
asset: It is evident that the ability
mobilities attributable to the asset:
practice is a common source of
to move an asset physically gen
For example, an asset possessing
capital mobility and also a means
erally increases capital mobility.
functional, product, and place mo
of prolonging asset life.5
Capital mobility is, however, not

bility would generally be more
Time mobility — Time mobility
wholly dependent upon physical
mobile than one having only prod
arises from the probability that an
mobility. A recent Wall Street
uct mobility.
asset will acquire a use value if
Journal article reports, “A Spring
2. Any cost necessarily incurred
retained for the future, even if
Mills blanket and bedspread manu
in shifting an asset from its primary
there is no present use application.
facturing plant ... is being con
to a secondary use must be consid
Stand-by equipment is an example
verted to a warehouse because it is
ered in determining the mobility of
‘less economical’ to operate than
of time mobility. Time mobility is,
equipment. This includes disman
newer plants.”6 This is an instance
tling and disassembly costs, mov
of physical immobility accompa
5
Terborgh, Business Investment
ing costs, adaptation expenses, and
nied by functional mobility.
Policy, Machinery and Allied Products
re-installation costs. For some as
Institute and Council for Technological
sets, such as desks, this cost may
6 The Wall Street Journal, March 2, 1967,
Advancement, Washington, D.C., 1958,
be minor. For other equipment,
p. 18.
p. 70.

A blanket and bedspread manufacturing plant was converted to a warehouse
se it was "less economical" to operate than newer plants. This is
an example of physical immobility accompanied by functional mobility.
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Where an alternative use is positive and definite, the degree of asset mobility. . .
6. The amount of equipment al
ready on hand, serving, or capable
of serving the alternative function:
The concept of alternative use
potential for proposed equipment
acquisitions cannot be applied in
A definitely or without taking avail
able alternatives into account. The
law of diminishing returns operates
here, and the greater the number
of alternatives already available to
service a function the less each ad
ditional alternative is worth and
the lower the degree of capital
mobility.
7. The certainty of being able to
employ the asset in its potential
alternative function: Where an al
ternative use is positive and defi
nite, the degree of asset mobility
is higher than where the alterna
tive use is uncertain, conditional, or
contingent. An alternative use asso
ciated with a staple line of mer
chandise imparts greater mobility
than one dependent upon a fashion
based product.

Comparative capital mobility
Under the usual restraint of lim
ited financial resources, the capital
budgeting decision typically calls
for the selection of projects among
alternatives competing for avail
able funds. This selection process
is facilitated by a comparative
evaluation—and ranking—of the fac
tors that are important in the deci
sion, such as urgency, profitability,
risk, and capital mobility. To com
pare capital mobilities the com
pany can prepare a simple classifi
cation separating proposed projects
into three categories, high mobility,
average mobility, and low mobility.
Depending on the general nature
of the assets, this rough classifica
tion would be adequate for many
situations. The need to fit projects
into one of the categories at least
would serve to incorporate the mo
bility factor into the decisional
process.

simple quantification of the
classification method can be intro
duced by setting a mobility scale
with ranking, for example, from 1
to 10. To ensure some uniformity
in ranking, a model mobility scale
can be prepared showing typical
company assets with their scale
rankings. Specialized molds or dies,
for example, might be given a rank
ing of 10 whereas a generalized
machine tool would have a rank
ing of 1 or 2.
In place of this class and cate
gory approach, the ranking of proj
ects may be based upon a mobility
factor computed by the following
formula:
The alternative use value divided
by the original investment equals
the mobility factor. The mobility
factor will vary directly with the
mobility of the capital investment.
This simple formula is based upon
values prevailing at the inception
of the proposed project. Its validity
for measuring comparative mobility
rests upon the assumption that
either the original relationships will
persist for the life of the project or
any changes will be equal or
equivalent for all of the alterna
tives. Under these conditions, the
original mobility factor will fairly
compare the projects.
Often, however, the relationship
between alternative use value and
original investment prevailing at
inception will not remain constant
but will change and will change
unequally for alternative invest
ments. An example is illustrated in
the exhibit on page 19. Project A
requires the construction or pur
chase of a large glass-coated tank
that could be used alternatively
and effectively for a year or two in
a research program but thereafter
could serve no other company pur
pose. Project B, on the other hand,
requires an all-metal tank, initially
not as effective in the research pro
gram but serviceable for a long
time in plant operations. Assuming

18

Unequal risk
Capital projects often differ sub
stantially in their probability of
success. To the extent that the like
lihood of success affects the ex
pected profitability of the alterna
tive investments, the calculation of
relative profitability can be modi
fied by the application of appro
priate factors for risk and uncer
tainty. The probability of success
also affects the relative mobility
Management Services
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zero salvage value in both cases,
the comparison between Project A
and B is shown in the exhibit.
The shaded areas ABCD and
A'B'C'D' represent the difference
between unamortized cost and al
ternative use value over the life of
the investment. All else being equal,
capital mobility is at a maximum
when this area is at a minimum.
However, ranking by minimum
areas, whether determined by in
spection or computation, has cer
tain weaknesses. If the relation
ships are nonlinear, the compari
sons and computations may be dif
ficult. Furthermore, the comparison
of absolute magnitudes of area dif
ference is not meaningful unless
the alternative investments are ap
proximately equal in size.
An easier and better method of
deriving a measure of comparative
mobility that spans the life of the
project comes from the following
modification of the previously de
scribed mobility factor:
The sum of the alternative use
values at the end of each period
divided by the sum of the book
values at the end of each period
equals the mobility factor. At times
it would also be appropriate to in
clude in the numerator the original
cost of the assets and in the de
nominator the alternative use value
at inception. In both forms the
higher the mobility factor the
greater is the mobility of the capi
tal investment over its life.
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. . . is higher than where the alternative use is uncertain, conditional, or contingent.

value of the project, however. Al
ternative use is a potential that be
comes an actual value only upon
the re-allocation of assets from their
original function. Thus, the more
doubtful the success of the pro
posed project the more likely is al
ternative use value to be realized.
Conversely, for a project assured of
success or consummation, alterna
tive use values are less relevant.
Consequently, where the com
parison of mobility is between proj
ects of unequal risk, the computa
tion of the mobility factor should
take this into account, and the
formula should be further modified
as follows:
The product of the sum of the
alternative use values at the end
of each period and the probability
of success of the proposed primary
investment divided by the sum of
the book values at the end of each
period equals the mobility factor.
As in the previous form, the mobil
ity factor would reflect the relative
mobility of capital over the life of
the project, but now adjusted for
relative risk.
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So far in this article the relative
capital mobility has been computed
by using book value or unamortized
cost as the basis for comparison
with alternative use value. This ap
proach has certain advantages. Re
gardless of the crudeness or com
plexity of the capital budgeting
process, the estimated annual de
preciation and corresponding de
clining book value are data that
usually are readily available. The
determination of comparative mo
bility on the basis of book value is
therefore convenient, and it is satis
factory in many cases.
Instead of using book value, how
ever, it is possible to use unre
covered cost as the basis for com
puting comparative mobility. This
approach would be particularly ap
propriate, for example, if different
depreciation methods, such as
straight-line and accelerated, are
adopted for the alternative projects
or if there is a substantial differ
ence between payback periods and
asset
Unrecovered cost would
be determined in the usual manner
by subtracting from the original in

vestment the annual net inflow
comprising either net revenue or
net cost savings of the project. Un
recovered cost would then be sub
stituted for book value in the cal
culation of the mobility factor. For
companies using payback in the
capital budgeting decision and for
companies using discounted cash
flow techniques, unrecovered cost
at the end of each period will nor
mally be either already calculated
or easy to compute.
Whether book value or unrecov
ered cost is employed, it is impor
tant to keep a number
points in
mind. First, some standard of ref
erence is necessary in the evalua
tion of comparative mobility. Ab
solute comparisons will not assist
the investment decision. The fact
that the alternative use value of the
equipment in one project is $50,000
and in another is $100,000 is not
meaningful for a decision until we
relate these figures to some asset
cost basis.
Second, we are engaged in meas
uring relative mobility and not in
dividual project profitability. The
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where
pany is headed are directly rele
vant to determining this value.
The capital budgeting record it
self can provide a source of alterna
tive use data. A review of approved
projects may indicate that the suc
cessful completion of some projects
in process may encourage comple
mentary investments. Marginal, de
ferred, and even rejected capital
spending proposals may contain
clues to alternative use. Through
these channels and others it should
normally be feasible to ascertain
the existence and establish the
Since alternative use is a future value, management's plans and vision of
value of alternative asset use.

the company's future are directly relevant to determination of this value.

Grouped assets
mobility concept represents pri
marily a defensive corporate pos
ture, an awareness of alternative
possible solutions for potential
problems—one factor among many
to be considered in the final invest
ment decision. Absolute precision in
the standard of reference adopted
is not vital as long
it provides a
general basis for comparison.
Third, it may seem that unamor
tized cost and unrecovered cost are
values looking backward and that
their use may create the appear
ance of sunk cost reasoning. But re
call that cost is being used as a
basis for determining the relative
mobility of assets not yet acquired,
of costs not yet incurred. Thus, the
time perspective associated with
capital mobility points, as it prop
erly should, to the future and not
to the past.

Alternative use value
In the measurement of capital
mobility the process of determin
ing alternative use value may often

be difficult, uncertain, and even
highly subjective. This is almost
inevitable any time a cost that is
essentially an opportunity cost, in
contrast to an historical cost or a
cost based on market value, is in
jected into the decisional process.
However, as in other economic and
accounting applications, the ab
sence of completely objective data
need not inhibit the development

of techniques for decision making
as long as reasonable estimates can
be made.7
The initial burden of preparing
and justifying the estimates of al
ternative use value should rest with
those who submit the proposal.8
They should be familiar with the
physical and technological charac
teristics of the proposed investment
and alert to possible alternative
company use of the equipment.
Their estimates should include ade
quate supporting data and be sub
ject to the same critical review as
other forecasts in the proposal.
Higher-level management can
also contribute to the determination
of alternative use value. With a
broader view of overall company
programs and activities, they may
be aware of alternative use poten
tial unknown to the operating per
sonnel at a particular plant or divi
sion. And since alternative use is a
future value, management’s plans
7 See, for example, Edward L. Summers,
“Opportunity Costs for Planning, Con
Re
ol, and Financial Reporting,” Budget

ing, January/February, 1967, p. 6; or

John J. Scanlon, “Thinking Ahead,” Har
vard Business Review, January/Febru
ary, 1967, p. 5.
8 In a survey Donald F. Istvan concluded
that “it is usual to find minor proposals
originating from the operating personnel,
whereas major proposals generally come
from top management.” (Capital-Expen
diture Decisions, Indiana Business
port No. 33, Indiana University, 1961,
p. 10.)
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If a proposed capital project in
volves expenditures for an aggre
gate of separate, distinct assets, all
to be committed to the project, al
ternative use value may be deter
mined in two ways. If the assets
in combination have an alternative
use for the company, alternative
use value can be computed for the
group as a whole based upon ag
gregate value. Where no such al
ternative use exists for the aggre
gate, the analyst should explore
possible alternative uses of the in
dividual assets and take the sum as
the alternative use value of the en
tire project. Although alternative
use value will normally be greater
in aggregate use, a good deal of
alternative use value can often be
extracted by a knowledgeable and
imaginative analysis of the indi
vidual assets.
Capital mobility, which repre
sents the service potential of assets
in an alternative use, should be
recognized as a significant factor in
the capital budgeting decision. Al

though this concept has long been
accepted implicitly in the actual
decisions of management and in the
literature of investment, it has
rarely been dealt with in any ex
plicit or formal way. The advan
tages of capital mobility warrant
explicit and overt recognition, and
their evaluation should be incorpo
rated in the capital investment de
cisional process.
Management Services
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In today’s environment, as contrasted with the old
days of “cost-plus” government contracts, a con
troller owes his company the strictest scrutiny of in
vestment requirements for every government con
tract. Here are three essentials of a program for —

CONTROLLING RETURN ON INVESTMENT
IN GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS
by Robert L. Lenington
Sylvania Electronic Products, Inc.

controllers feel that their
responsibility for control of
government contracts is limited
providing management with infor
mation on actual spending as com
pared to a plan or standard. Con
trol of spending, however, is not
enough. The ultimate measurement
of business performance is the
profit that can be generated against
a level of investment. The con
troller’s responsibility, therefore,
should also include the develop
ment of procedures to regulate the
cash flow that determines the in
vestment requirements for perform
any

M
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ing on a U.S. government contract.
This article presents the basic
concepts of a system for controlling
to
contract investment. The tech
niques and procedures outlined
here have been in effect in our
electronic systems division since
early 1966. The visibility and con
trol they provide have enabled us
to reduce our investment require
ments significantly. (The Sylvania
system is computerized, but the
computer application is not in
cluded in this discussion, which
emphasizes the concepts involved.)
Although the control techniques

and disciplines described are ap
plicable to any business, the pri
mary emphasis in this article is on
controlling investment in a gov
ernment contract environment.
First, the article develops a tech
nique for measuring contract per
formance trends that can be ap
plied to any type of effort. Then it
outlines a comprehensive manage
ment report for highlighting prob
lem areas and assigning responsi
bility for resolving them. Finally,
it reviews the functions in a com
pany’s operation that should be
monitored continually to assure
21
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What is Contract Investment?
1st
Qtr.
Beginning Balance
Spending

$

Material
Labor
Indirect Cost

-

100
100
$ 400

Sub-Total

2nd
Qtr.
$ 120

3rd
Qtr.

$

4th
Qtr.

5th
Qtr.

6th
Qtr.

$ 600

$ 490

$ (50)

—
100
100

400
200

400
200
200

100
100
100

$ 800

$ 800

$ 300

$

Total

$

-

—
—
—

1,100
700
700

$ -

$ 2,500

Collection

Progress Billings
Acceptance
Profit

$(280)
—
—

(70%)
(30%)
(10%)

*

$(280)

Sub-Total

Balance

Average Investment

—
—

$(560)

—
—

$(560)

(150)
(50)
$(410)

$ (140)
(450)
(150)

$ (150)
(50)

$(1,750)
(750)
(250)

$ (740)

$(200)

$(2,750)

(50)

$(250)

$ -

$ 550

$ 2,750

$ 120

$ 360

$ 600

$

$

$ 60

$ 240

$ 480

$

$ 220

$ 550

$1,650

Customer Acceptance

$
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EXHIBIT I

that investment is minimized. At
tention to these three areas of in
vestment control should assure
maximum performance against a
minimum investment.


Investment
The term investment as used in
this article refers only to contract
investment, i.e., those expenses and
costs generated in the actual design
or fabrication of the hardware. The
premise that the contractor has
facilities and equipment available
for performance of the contract is
inherent in the bid and subsequent
award of a contract. Assets other
than the contract product, such as
buildings, cash, equipment, etc.,
usually are not controllable by the
project managers and other per
sonnel directly responsible for con
tract performance and are not
ROBERT L. LENINGTON
is controller, information
systems operation, at Syl
vania Electronic Systems,
Needham Heights, Mass.
In the past he has served
that company as man
ager of financial control
in the Minuteman Pro
gram Office and man
ager of financial planning and analysis,
Electronic Systems Operation-East. Mr. Len
ington received his BSBA degree from Wayne
State University, Detroit, Mich., in 1952.

readily allocable to the various in
house contracts. These assets are
controlled through other tech
niques, which are not covered in
this article.
A controller has two responsibili
ties toward investment. He must
establish procedures and controls
that will assure maximum turn
over of capital, and he must de
velop techniques for accurately
measuring the profit return on in
vestment. In commercial business
both these responsibilities are
widely accepted, although a num
ber of problems still remain in car
rying them out, and many articles
and textbooks have been written
about them. Relatively little has
been published about investment
control in government business.
There are good reasons for the
past failure to develop proper in
vestment measurements for govern
ment business. The typical defense
business has been made up of con
tracts that covered varying periods
of time, were negotiated with vary
ing payment terms, and were ac
counted for under different ac
counting systems (for example, sale
and profit declaration based on
shipments versus sale and profit
based on percentage of accomplish
ment). This lack of uniformity
even within a company has made

Management Services
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$(560)

$(560)

it difficult to develop a method of
measuring investment.
Another deterrent was the ab
sence of incentive. Formerly most
government business was con
ducted under cost-plus contracts,
which provided for full recovery of
investment almost immediately
upon expenditure through continu
collection of total cost and as
sociated profit. These arrangements
gave the contractor little direct in
centive to monitor expenditures
strictly. The customer (the govern
ment) was unable to specify pre
cise requirements, and the con
tractor was more interested in solv
ing technical problems than in
worrying about cost control in an
environment in which a profit was
guaranteed and all costs were re
imbursed in full as incurred.
Today, however, governmentfunded industry is operating in a
new and tighter profit environment,
with restrictions on costs, profits,
investments, etc. Under a fixedprice type of contract, collection
incurred cost is limited to a prog
ress billing percentage, usually 70
per cent, with the remaining 30 per
cent of cost and all the profit to
be collected at the time of com
pletion of effort or shipment of
product. To offset this restriction of
investment turnover and to provide

$(210)

490
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No. 4, July-August
1967 [wholewhich,
issue] as mentioned previously, is
motivation in a risk : Management
environment Services,
tract Vol.
with4, others
within a company
contract
investment only. Its de
with ceilings on spending and re
or with those of other companies.
velopment
is shown in Exhibit 1
covery, the government increased
Comparison of other common fac
on page 22.
profit percentages. Thus, proper
tors such as sales, profit, and in
The next step in our procedure
control of investment has become
vestment levels will be misleading
is
to calculate the profit that will
more urgent than before.
unless the ultimate measurement
be
earned on this investment. Profit
of profit earned on money invested
in
this
case is the profit that will be
is available and dependable.
Performance measurement
earned
after all costs, including
A unique feature of government
general
and administrative ex
To be universally acceptable and
business is that the investment re
penses,
are
considered, but before
comparable from contract to con
quirements are negotiated rather
federal
income
taxes. For our pur
tract and company to company, a
than planned and analyzed as they
pose,
profit
will
be determined and
technique for the measurement
are in a commercial business. A
measured on two bases:
contract performance must have
commercial business does not at
1. The basic figure will be the
certain characteristics:
tempt a new product until a finan
profit that was originally negoti
1. It must provide for measure
cial analysis has been prepared
ated with the customer, adjusted pe
ment of contracts covering any
considering such factors as market
riodically for the effect of changes
length of time and for any amount
penetration, breakeven analysis, in
imposed on the contract during its
of money.
vestment requirements, and profit
life. This measurement will pro
2. It must be applicable to both
return. If the financial analysis does
vide a profit performance at target,
fixed-price and cost-type contracts.
not indicate an acceptable profit re
which, for the purpose of this pro
3. All measurements must be
turn on investment, the endeavor
cedure, is a goal.
converted to and interpreted on an
is not attempted. In government
2. In the course of actual per
annual basis since investment
business, however, a contractor is
formance, two separate measure
measurement in any industry is ex
frequently selected on proposed
ments will be made for compari
pressed in terms of an annual profit
price, with the investment impli
son with the goal. One calculation
realized on an average investment.
cations determined only during
will be based on the target profit as
4. It should work under any ac
negotiations.
negotiated. A second calculation
counting system—percentage com
Our measuring technique starts
will be made based on expected
pletion, sales/shipment, or other. If
upon completion of negotiations.
profit after considering indicated
some method of accounting other
We will develop a trend line out
overrun or underrun. The second
than percentage completion is uti
lining our goals on contract per
measurement will indicate the de
lized, profit will have to be calcu
formance based on all investment
gree of improvement or loss real
lated as a function of cost incurred
aspects as negotiated. The entire
ized on cost performance when it
rather than cost declared on a ship
procedure for development of this
is compared to the first measure
ment basis.
technique will be illustrated by
ment at target.
Unless the technique meets all
means of a hypothetical example.
Profit, as earned on a monthly
these standards, it cannot be used
The first factor we must define
basis, will be determined by apeffectively to compare a given con
and develop is our investment base,

EXHIBIT 2
What is Profit for Measurement?
1st
Qtr.

6th
Qtr.

5th
Qtr.

2nd
Qtr.

3rd
Qtr.

120
360

$ 360
600

$ 600
490

$

490
(50)

$

(50)
(250)

220

$

150

4th
Qtr.

Total

Investment

Beginning
Ending

$

Average

$ 60

$ 240

$ 480

$ 545

$

Cumulative
Cost

$400

$1,200

$2,000

$2,300

$

Profit @ 10%

$ 40

$ 120

$ 200

$

$

0
120

Formula:

$

Annualized Profit to Date
Average Investment to Date
($250 ÷ 6) X 4

_

$166

$230

=

$230

$ 2,500

250

$

250

$

230

$ 2,500
$

250

Profit as a Percentage
of Investment

= 72%

230
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investment is an average of the
daily amount tied up; however, for
the purposes of this technique, a
simple weighting of beginning and
ending balances for the month is
sufficient. This, in effect, means that
a ten-month-period average would
be derived by dividing beginning
and ending balances for the ten
month total by twenty.
The end result of our procedure
is a series of monthly plot points
expressed as percentages. The
plot points shown in Exhibit 3 on
this page are not developed from
the preceding exhibits. The figures
— —— — Goal based on
30 in preceding exhibits were com
negotiations
pletely hypothetical; their purpose
Actual performance
20
was to highlight the mathematics
negotiated fee
required to support the measure
xxxxx Actual performance
10 ment technique. Exhibit 3 is based
expected fee
on curves developed from actual
performance on contracts as meas
ured at Sylvania Electronic Sys
tems.
196Y
196X
The dash line is a goal calcu
Contract Performance Trend
lated immediately after negotia
tions based on all investment im
EXHIBIT 3
plications as negotiated. The solid
line shows actual performance at
centage of investment may appear
plying target profit percentage and
target profit percentage. The crosshigh; remember, however, that
expected profit percentage against
hatched line is a recalculation of
profit at this level is before dis
those costs that are incurred and
actual performance utilizing ex
allowances and taxes and that in
accumulated in investment. This
pected profit earnings based on the
vestment does not include facili
will assure that profit earned is in
latest cost to complete. In this ex
ties, liabilities, etc. In a business
line with the cost activity incurred
ample, the latest cost to complete
with many in-house contracts, there
in performance of the contract.
shows that the contract will be
are contracts that lose or, at best,
Derivation of the profit for meas
overrun; however, since actual per
break even on profit and thus cut
urement is shown in Exhibit 2 on
formance at expected profit, al
overall performance down to ap
page 23 along with the formula
though less than actual at target,
proximately one-half of that which
used for calculating profit as a per
is in excess of the goal negotiated,
can be realized on one well per
centage of investment.
investment on this contract is well
formed contract.
The investment figures devel
controlled in spite of the higher
Return on investment must be
oped in Exhibit 1 are utilized. The
costs incurred on the overrun.
expressed in terms of an annual
average investment in this example
The percentages are relatively
consideration. Annualization is ac
is $230 against a total cost input
high in the beginning of the con
complished by developing equiva
of $2,500 for the 18-month period.
tract before the heavy accumula
lent fee earned for a twelve-month
With 10 per cent earnings for the
tion of the 30 per cent retention on
period on an investment that repre
period, we show a $250 profit.
cost prior to shipment takes effect.
sents an average for the period of
Profit to date is annualized by
The percentage drops as the re
performance.
six-month contract
dividing the $250 by six for the six
tained cost accumulates and then
earning $120 for an average invest
quarters to develop the average
starts a slow upswing as shipments
ment of $500 will provide an an
quarterly rate and multiplying this
commence, the 30 per cent retained
nualized profit of $240 and a re
figure by four to develop an an
cost associated with the shipments
turn of 48 per cent. A twelve
nualized profit of $166. The $166
is
liquidated, and fees are col
month contract with an average
is then divided by the average in
lected. The percentage gains mo
investment of $500 and earnings of
vestment of $230 to show the profit
mentum as shipments accumulate
$120 shows a return of 24 per cent.
percentage of investment, 72 per
and cost input drops off toward the
The investment calculation is
cent.
end of the contract. The final pervery sensitive to weighting. Ideally,
A 72 per cent profit as a per
Percent
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Percentage of Months Elapsed

Fee as a Percentage of Contract Investment Contract A vs. Contract B

EXHIBIT

centage is the profit as a percent
age of investment realized on per
formance over the entire life of
the contract expressed in terms of
a weighted annual return com
4
pletely comparable
to any other
contract’s performance measured
with the same technique.
Exhibit 4 on this page shows the
method of presenting a compara
tive analysis of two contracts. An
absolute comparison cannot be
made on an overlay because of the
varying lengths of the contracts
and the difference in percentage
completion between them. These
variances can be made directly
comparable to each other by con
verting the horizontal axis to a
percentage of completion rather
than a monthly time axis. The final
comparison is made by extrapolat
ing the contract that has less
elapsed time via a plot point in
time equal to the most recent plot

point of the other contract. This
will give a true picture of how the
contracts currently compare with
each other.
The technique outlined in this ar
ticle for performance measurement
can form the basis of a vigorous
investment control program. This
measurement procedure will high
light performance on all contracts
against their own goals, provide for
comparisons among the various
contracts, and help to identify those
contracts that are in trouble and/
or show a trend that will put them
in a poor position. The procedure
provides management with visi
bility for a quick reference on all
business.

Management investment report
At least monthly, management
should receive a comprehensive in
vestment report containing per

formance measurement graphs. This
report should be prepared by a
financial analyst who is thoroughly
familiar with the accounting sys
tem and organization. His report
should start with a dollarized re
capitulation of all problems in
volving the excessive investment
of company funds. He should
identify the individual responsible
and outline what action the party
is taking or will take to correct
the situation. Succeeding reports
should always follow up on these
corrective actions.
Excess investment problems cov
er a wide spectrum of business ac
tivities. The problems are created
by individuals who are not taking
advantage of legitimate contractual
investment reliefs, whether negoti
ated or unnegotiated. The areas to
be monitored in order to avoid ex
cess investment will be identified
later. However, the areas of major
25
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graphs. This can be done by using
difficulties can be summarized as
profit can be “backed into” by util
Management Services: A Magazine
of Planning,
Systems,
and Controls,izing
Vol. 4the
[1967],
No. 4, Art.of9 calculating
the latest
sales forecast
information
follows:
techniques
for input costs to investment, work
1. Negotiation of a contract is
what is a fair fee return on the in
ing with the scheduling staff to
lagging, and money is already be
vestment negotiated. Assuming, on
project investment relief, and fore
ing spent against a letter of con
the basis of the earlier exhibits, that
casting the impact of any current
tract. This will create billing limit
72 per cent is a reasonable return
investment problems. The forecast
ations on cost-type contracts and
on investment, we can solve for X
period should be no longer than
will prevent sale/liquidation on
in Exhibit 5 to find that a 10 per
three months because detailed in
fixed-price contracts.
cent fee on cost is necessary
formation is usually not accurate
2. The billing price schedule is
achieve our goal of 72 per cent fee
beyond that period of time.
late in being submitted for ap
return on investment.
The management report cannot
proval after a contract has been
During negotiations, the govern
be standardized. Except for the re
made definite.
ment representatives are more in
cap schedule, the report is a writ
3. Units being shipped cannot
terested in cost than in cash flow.
ten document based on an analysis
be billed because the latest negoti
In the instance just cited they may
of the various investment problems
ated price does not apply to the
object to 10 per cent additional
encountered. If the report covers
final configuration of the unit
cost; they may prefer to increase
all current excess investment prob
shipped.
progress billings, provide more fre
lems and for each clearly states
4. A fixed-price incentive con
quent liquidations based on partial
both
the problem and the action
tract is in overrun, requiring in
shipments, or in some other way al
being taken, it will serve its pur
creased-price adjustment on the
low the contractor to achieve his
pose as a responsible management
units and an increase of the level
return on investment based on a
report.
at which progress billings can be
lower fee percentage than 10 per
Although this article is not pri
cent.
applied.
marily concerned with contract
5. Defense Department docu
A computer model can be uti
negotiations, it is worth noting that
ments authorizing invoicing of a
lized before and during negotia
this technique for measuring in
shipped unit have been delayed in
tions to calculate the effect of vari
vestment performance can be a
ous aspects of investment. This in
process.
useful negotiating tool. Most con
6. The billing department has
formation can then be used to ob
tractors concentrate in negotiations
a backlog, and invoices against
tain favorable trade-offs at the
on development of what they con
negotiating table.
shipped units are detained.
sider to be a fair profit percentage
7. Materials are procured ahead
We now have two prongs of a
on cost without concerning them
three-pronged attack on invest
of schedule, and/or finished goods
selves as to what is a fair profit
ment: the means of measuring per
are completed ahead of schedule.
based on the investment negoti
8. A contract is completed, and
formance and the development of
ated. Investment as negotiated can
the organization is delinquent in
a comprehensive investment report
be used as a lever for negotiating a
to identify specific investment
completing close-out requirements
fair profit based on that invest
problems, responsible individuals,
for final billing submission.
ment; therefore, profit should be
The management performance
and the actions necessary to cor
left as a final element in negoti
report can be further improved by
rect the problems. The third step
ations.
incorporating forecast information
is to outline a program for con
Exhibit 5 on this page shows how
on the performance measurement
tinual monitoring of all areas af
fecting investment.
EXHIBIT 5

Monitoring investment
How to Calculate Expected Fee Percentage
from Expected Investment Levels

Cost X Fee
------------------------------------------- —
;
X 12 Months
Number of Months
toin Contract Life

Expected Fee as Per
centage of Investment

Average Investment
in Contract Life

$2,500X

72%



$230
$1,667X

$230


72%

7.2X

72%

X

10%
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The most effective way to re
duce investment is to concentrate
attention on the items that affect
cash flow and to identify the per
sons responsible for resolving prob
lems arising out of these items.
After all, in its simplest form, con
trol is the identification of a re
sponsible individual and the appli
cation of pressure to that person
to reduce spending and/or improve
cash flow.
In government business, invest
Management Services
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ment control requires the
following Services,
by customer
contractor
and
: Management
Vol. 4, No. and
4, July-August
1967
[whole issue]
Collections at Different Liquidation Rates
actions in order of occurrence:
prevent any delays associated with
soliciting later approval of the
Assumption Cost
$1,000
During negotiations:
schedule.
Fee @ 9.5%
95
1. Request the maximum prog
Sale
$1,095
ress payment percentage.
Continual effort:
Standard Method (Based on Average
2. Request an advance payment
1. Cost control is the most im
7.1% Fee)
(partial sale) arrangement if the
portant area for close surveillance
(65.3%)
build-up of a unit covers an ex
if a sound investment program is
Progress Collection
$ 700
ceptionally long period of time.
to be maintained. Cost control has
Liquidation: Retained
300
3. Request sale/liquidation for
a double effect on performance
Profit
80
all identifiable accomplishments
measurement. If costs are con
Total Collection
$1,080
(such as the preliminary design
trolled, investment will be lower
$1,095 - (65.3% X $1,095) = $ 380
review, critical design review, en
because lower costs will be in
Expected Method (Based on Negotiated
gineering releases, etc.) in addi
curred, and accumulated and profit
9.5% Fee)
tion to the usual hardware items.
earnings will be correspondingly
(63.9%)
4. Request a sale/liquidation
greater.
Progress Collection
$ 700
percentage that provides for full
2. Evaluate existing procedures
collection of both cost and negoti
for preparing make or buy analyses
Liquidation: Retained
300
Profit
95
395
ated fee percentage. Exhibit 6 on
to make sure that trade-off de
Total
Collection
$1,095
this page shows how collections are
cisions are based on investment re
restricted if the contractor accepts
turn considerations in addition to
$1,095 — (63.9% X $1,095) = $ 395
the standard sale/liquidation rate
cost considerations, recoverability,
of 65.3 per cent prescribed by
and value of money.
EXHIBIT 6
government regulations, which is
3. Evaluate procedures for ana
developed from a contract with a
lyzing quantity discount procure
fee of only 7.1 per cent. different
ments. These procedures should
tract change and/or by recalcula
sale/liquidation rate should be re
consider the value of money on ad
tion of an interim billing setup.
quested
a contractual agree
vance procurement, storage cost,
Develop procedures for monitoring
ment if the negotiated fee is in ex
the risk associated with a contract
the time lapse of all items affect
cess of 7.1 per cent.
termination, and the risk that en
ing a billing schedule such
ne
As can be seen in the exhibit, use
gineering changes will alter or
gotiation dates, financial pricing of
of a liquidation rate developed
eliminate a particular material.
billing schedule dates, the contract
from the negotiated fee (70%
4. Review and analyze manu
department’s response to the cus
[100% + 9.5%] = 63.9%) provides
facturing procedures for lead time
tomer, receipt of the supplemental
for full cost recovery during the
on the procurement of raw ma
agreement from the customer, and
performance period of the contract.
terials and component parts. Moni
presentation
of adjusted billings to
tor their schedules to avoid build
Use of the standard
per cent
the
customer
for collection.
ing up units ahead of the shipping
method will allow a cost of $15
7.
Monitor
the billing depart
schedule.
($395 less $380) to accumulate in
ment
to
assure
that it is operating
5. Study the movement of all
investment until the contract is
at
maximum
efficiency.
Evaluate
documents that affect investment.
closed and final collection is re
procedures
for
collection
of
billings
This study should include analysis
ceived.
as submitted to the customer to as
of time lapse statistics on the flow
5. Use expected investment, de
sure operating efficiency.
of documents between organiza
veloped from negotiated cost, ship
8. Evaluate contract close-out
tions. The persons responsible for
ment schedule, progress billings re
procedures to assure that final bil
processing the paperwork should
lief, and sale/liquidation arrange
lings can be made as soon as pos
be monitored to assure that they
ment (as outlined earlier in the ar
sible.
are receiving all the necessary
ticle ), to negotiate a profit percent
Close attention to these major
documents and receiving them on
age that will provide a fair profit
problem areas affecting contract in
time. Paperwork backlogs can build
return on investment.
vestment and proper measurement
up if a group, such as the billing
and control will significantly reduce
After negotiation:
department, is not receiving proper
a contractor’s investment require
Immediately prepare a priced
documentation and is not aware
ments. Profit return on investment
unit billing schedule to be attached
that it should be receiving certain
is a management measurement cri
to the contract. This action will
documents for a given contract.
terion more widely used each year.
assure authorization for sale/liquid
6. Evaluate existing procedures
Some companies are already switch
ation arrangements concurrent with
ing from the old profit center con
for updating billing prices whether
signature approval of the contract
the update is required by a concept to “investment centers.”
July-August, 1967
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Medicare accounting for hospitals, with the number
of cost allocation and reimbursement methods al
lowed, has seemed to many accountants an almost
insurmountable work and time problem. Now, how
ever, one manufacturer has offered a possible —

SOLUTION TO MEDICARE

ACCOUNTING PROBLEMS
by Robert M. Smith

dollars in cash income to a hos
1, 1968, the major
pital.
ity of the nation’s more than
7,000 hospitals, which have been This is no mere question of util
izing figures to make a more or
living under Medicare regulations
less optimistic profit and loss re
for nearly sixteen months now,

port,
affecting stockholders and po
are going to face a rude shock—a
tential
buyers, but making very lit
shock that can affect their cost
tle difference to actual cash in
picture well or badly.
come. For, under Medicare, the
For on that date, each of the hos
government will reimburse each
pitals is going to have to select a
hospital
for the number of Medi
method of reporting charges for
care
patients
it carries. But—and it
government reimbursement which
is
a
big
but
—
it
will do so by means
it will then have to live with for a
of
a
complicated
formula under
long time. And yet the method of
which
the
cost
of
caring
for a pa
reporting costs and the selection
tient,
and
the
number
of
Medicare
of methods of reimbursement can
patients, must first be established
mean a differential of thousands of
n January

O
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as a ratio to the hospital’s entire
patient load; reimbursement is then
made according to the proportion
of Medicare patients cared for.
This reimbursement is actual cash
income for the hospital, so it is
vitally important to the institution
that it pick the accounting method
that will maximize this reimburse
ment income.
Yet this is the difficulty. Most
hospitals are, like other nonprofit
institutions that have grown over
the years, relatively unsophisti
cated financially. They handle
enormous sums of money (it’s esti
mated that in terms of dollars taken
Management Services
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: Management
Vol. 4, No.
4, July-August
1967
issue] to it once it is closed,
in and expended hospitals
repre Services,
most cases;
it does
so through
in[whole
allocated
sent the country’s fifth largest in
termediaries, so that it can deal
even though it does receive services
dustry), but the administrator or
with a few large entities rather
from such other centers. For ex
controller is often a person whose
than a host of individual hospitals.
ample, certain administrative and
financial background is rudimen
The intermediaries are responsible
general costs are expended on

tary to say the least.
for checking each hospital’s finan
housekeeping, and some housekeep
And the Social Security Admin
cial figures and auditing such
ing costs apply to administrative
istration, in charge of Medicare re
figures when they look the least bit
and general, yet costs cannot be
imbursements, has specified that a
suspicious.
reciprocally allocated between any
hospital must choose one of two
two cost centers under the step
accounting methods as a basis for
down method; each center must be
Accounting requirements
reimbursement and then specify
closed when all its costs have been
In order to find the relation of
which of two reimbursement meth
allocated to others.
ods it favors. In effect, each hos
charges to costs, some fairly precise
pital is being given a choice among
accounting measures are necessary.
Double apportionment
at least four different accounting
Every hospital is functionally or
and reimbursement methods. But it
ganized by departments or “cost
The other method allowed by
will have to live with the one it
centers.” Of these, some produce
Social Security is known as the
chooses for a long, long time.
revenue; some produce only costs.
double apportionment method.
And, to add to the general dif
Laundry and housekeeping are
This method allocates general ser
ficulties facing hospital controllers
two cost centers that serve all
vice cost center expenses to other
next January, each of the methods
others but obviously bring in no
general service cost centers and
requires a breakdown in costs of
direct revenue themselves. They
special service and inpatient cost
a precision never even attempted
are “general service cost centers” in
centers just as the step down meth
before in many hospitals.
hospital terminology. Operating
od does. But it does not close each
room use, X-ray facilities, drugs
center after its costs have been
for which patients are charged
allocated; it permits other costs to
Problem, mid-1967
each represent a cost center, but
be transferred to it from succeed
So — there is the situation. A
they produce revenue,
do in
ing centers which serve it. These
patient cost centers: the general
are then readjusted and the final
major new job requiring laborious
hospital charge per patient bed.
costs for each general service cost
determination of costs, at least
center are then allocated directly
Therefore the first basis for es
four different methods of finding
tablishing a meaningful RCC for
to the revenue-producing cost cen
such costs and the best method of
ters.
any hospital is an allocation of the
reimbursement, any one of which
overhead costs for the general ser
This establishes cost of patient
might be most advantageous to
vice cost centers to the revenue
services. For government purposes,
any given hospital, and a deadline
producing cost centers. When that
the remaining question is: What
—the first of January, 1968 —for
percentage of costs are reimburs
has been done the hospital for the
having worked through all the
first time has a fairly precise base
able under Medicare?
figures and determined which
on which to compute its compen
method is best for each institution.
sation claims for the government.
Medicare — Public Law 89-97 —
Reimbursement
The Social Security Administra
provides, of course, that the gov
tion allows two accounting meth
Here again, two different meth
ernment will assume basic hospital
ods
to
be
used
for
this
allocation,
ods can be used under Medicare
expenses for a given duration
as well as other methods suggested
regulations. The first is the de
time for all patients who have So
by the hospital accountants and
partmental method, where each
cial Security accounts and who are
approved by SSA. The two speci
patient care center (the revenue
over 65. But in order to pay these
fied by Social Security are:
producing centers) which has al
bills an elaborate and radically new
ready had its share of the hos
reimbursement system has had to
pital’s overhead costs allocated to
be established, and the Social
Step down method
it computes its total costs. Then,
Security Administration demands
the charges for number of patients
The step down method. Here
fairly precise breakdowns from
each general service cost center in
eligible for Medicare are estab
each hospital on the number
lished as a percentage of the
turn has its costs allocated to other
eligible patients cared for and the
total charges for patients receiving
cost centers, either general service
charges they incur; the govern
or revenue-producing. However,
services from that department. That
ment compensates the hospital ac
ratio, projected against the depart
once these allocations have been
cording to a formula called RCC
ment’s total costs, determines the
made for such a center, it is closed;
—ratio of charges to charges.
no costs of other centers can be
amount of reimbursement the cost
But it does not do so directly in
July-August, 1967
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which,
the
basic
hospital
cost
center is of
entitled
to claim
from
government. The total for all cost
figures, can manipulate them in all
centers represents the hospital’s
possible ways and show very
clearly the comparative reimburse
Medicare revenue.
The second method, the com
ment advantages of each.
bination method, permits all revenue-producing cost centers (ex
NCR offers program
cept for inpatient care: the basic
bed charge per day) to total their
And one computer company has
revenues on an aggregate basis,
come up—only a month ago—with
total their costs (again including
such a program. The National Cash
all overhead costs passed down
Register Company, given any hos
from nonrevenue-producing cen
pital’s cost figures by its account
ters), and then project the charges
ant, controller, or administrator,
of Medicare patients using such
will process them on a service cen
special service centers against total
ter basis in not four but six dif
charges for all patients using such
ferent ways to show very clearly
centers to arrive at a percentage of
what reporting and reimbursement
cost reimbursement figure.
method is best for that hospital. It
Inpatient routine charges (bed
will do this for a charge of approxi
charges) are computed differently.
mately $200, and it has already
All inpatient costs are divided by
shown one hospital a reimburse
total patient days to arrive at a
ment discrepancy of $75,000 be
One computer company has
per diem charge per patient. Then
tween two different methods.
the total number of Medicare pa
How does National Cash arrive
come up with a program
tient days is multiplied by this per
at six different methods when the
diem charge, and the product is
that, given the right cost
government manuals only specify
added to the Medicare cost figure
four? It does this by breaking
figures by the hospital
arrived at for the special service
down double apportionment into
cost centers. This final figure be
two
different methods; nonaccu
authorities, will process them
comes the basis for government re
mulative and accumulative. Under
imbursement.
in six different ways to show
nonaccumulative, only original cost

very clearly what reporting

and reimbursement method
best for that hospital.

Significance to hospitals
Obviously, since so many op
tions and combinations of options
are possible, it can make a tre
mendous financial difference to a
hospital which cost allocation and
reimbursement method it chooses.
(Any combination is possible.)
Equally obviously, the figure work
involved would be tremendous.
The American Hospital Associa
tion, in its publication, Cost Find
ing for Hospitals, suggests no fewer
than 37 cost centers for the average
hospital, and the government’s
Form SSA-1562, the basic form for
reporting cost apportionments, fol
lows the AHA categories. To work
out this quantity of figures for each
of 37 categories in four different
ways to determine which is most
advantageous is an almost super
human task by manual methods.
It is, on the other hand, a situ
ation made to order for a computer,
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center expenses are allocated to all
of the other cost centers before
being passed on down to special
and inpatient cost centers; under
accumulative, the original amount
plus costs allocated to that point
in time are allocated to all of the
other general service cost centers
and to all of the revenue-producing
centers.
Eventually, in either instance, all
overhead costs are lodged in rev
enue-producing centers, but Na
tional Cash claims the two meth
ods can produce slightly different
results for the set of basic cost
figures. So National Cash processes
each set of hospital figures through
six different processes: step down
allocation under departmental re
imbursement and combination re
imbursement, nonaccumulative al
location under both types of reim
bursement, and accumulative allo
cation under both types. Six differ
ent methods of computation, and
startlingly different reimbursement
Management Services
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and the government only then pays
started were that it would amount
results in many instances even
: Management Services, Vol. 4, No. 4, July-August 1967 [whole issue]
the difference between $22 and $25
to between 5 and 7 per cent
though the raw cost figures going
total patient population.
a day for each patient cared for
in for any hospital are all identical.
Medicare is covering 35 to 45
during that year. (See the exhibit
on this page.)
per cent of hospital patient loads
Intermediaries have approved
Under the NCR system, National
already, at a time when thousands
Cash officials point out, the cost of
of Social Security beneficiaries
The NCR methods and computa
getting precise figures is low
across the country still do not rea
tions have been blessed by many of
enough that it will pay a large
lize their privileges under Medi
the intermediaries—the Blue Cross
hospital to figure its reimbursement
care.
groups in various states which must
figures far more frequently than
In their way, a number of hos
approve the hospital’s figures and
once a year. Once a quarter is
pitals are still living in the same
which periodically must audit
their suggestion. The intermedia
blissful naivete that so many po
them. They haye also been wel
ries will accept quarterly reports
tential Medicare beneficiaries are.
comed by a number of CPAs who
and authorize retroactive payments
It was pointed out at the begin
anticipate being called on by hos
based on them. Moreover they will
ning of this article that almost all
pitals to help prepare cost figures
accept the new, higher figure as a
hospitals are now under Medi
but who realize how time-consum
base for ongoing payments during
care and must make their account
ing a job it would be to compute
the succeeding quarter. Thus, some
ing system conform to a govern
all possible methods of arriving at
interest is lost, but not nearly as
ment standard to receive reim
reimbursement figures. NCR has
much as would be lost if there were
bursement benefits. However, this
already signed many open-end
a delay of an entire year.
is a purely arbitrary standard, with
contracts with accountants, in
The
financial
dimensions
of
the
allocation of costs following a pat
which the accountant agrees to pay
problem
to
hospitals
become
more
tern rather than the true schedule
the company approximately $200
apparent when it’s realized that
of the individual hospital. More
for each hospital account he sends
Social Security predictions of the
over, the allocation method usually
in but is obligated for nothing if
Medicare load before the program
employed is the simplest form of
such hospital accounts do not ma
terialize.
However, they probably will.
For NCR has another telling argu
ment, beyond the obvious advan
tages to any hospital of finding
which method of accounting is best
suited to its operations before the
first of next year.
Technically each hospital must
submit its RCC—its ratio of charges
to charges—once per year to the
government through the inter
mediary to justify its Medicare re
imbursement claims. But, actually,
the cost of patient care is con
stantly rising, so that it can be an
ticipated the Medicare charge per
patient will be higher at each suc
cessive period. The government
will accept this and compensate
the hospital for its higher costs for
the twelve months just passed. But
the government, as always, pays
no interest. So in effect the hospital
loses money. If it costs $25 a day
to give basic care to a patient, and
it is only compensated at $22 a day
Chart illustrates why NCR stresses possible advantages of reporting cost
by the Social Security Administra
figures on quarterly basis. The government will reimburse a hospital for a rise
in patient costs over the year, but it will not pay interest on the amount the
tion, a large hospital will lose a
hospital has spent. If patient cost rises are reported periodically, adjustment
considerable amount it might other
is made almost immediately to the new rate. Cross-hatched portion of sketch
wise have gained if it takes a year
represents capital investment on which hospital would not lose interest if
rises were reported on quarterly rather than annual basis.
before the discrepancy shows up
July-August, 1967
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N C R

CARES

INPUT FORM

*TRADEMARK OF THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY

The National Cash input form is to be filled out by the hospital submitting
its figures for processing. It follows the American Hospital Association Cost
Apportionment form quite closely, except that it leaves some blanks for
an individual hospital's cost centers so that it can make any additions it
requires. Thus, the NCR form allows for
cost centers; the AHA for 37.

step down method, which is often
not the best pattern for a hospital.

No other EDP programs
National Cash runs its program

on its 315 computer at Dayton,
headquarters. As Dayton gains
more experience with the program,
it will be fed out, with Dayton in
structors, to the company’s 15 other
data processing centers around the
country, which will prepare a hos
pital’s figures for the same basic

charge—approximately $200. Hospi
tals which already have 315s in
stalled or have ordered them will
receive the program free, as long
as they agree not to use the pro
gram for any institution but their
own.
The other computer manufac
turers? As far as either National
Cash or this magazine has been
able to learn, none of them has a
program already working as Na
tional Cash does. And it is the
program that is most important
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here; the accounting is laborious
but not intrinsically difficult for an
accountant. Actually, the figures
could be worked out on any com
puter of the same capacity as the
315—if it had the correct program
to follow. As far as is known, no
other company has yet worked that
out.
The computer will give the cor
rect results for any hospital, pro
vided it is fed the correct figures.
And here, according to Larry
Bertsch, a CPA now employed by
Management Services
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By the same token, National Cash uses blue printing for all cost centers
except "Inpatients" and "Nursery," so that any hospital may substitute its
own terminology for cost centers in the standard form. The keyed Columns
1-20 at the top of the form are used to show the basis of allocated
for the General Service Cost centers.

National Cash who was largely in
strumental in working out the ac
counting aspects of its Medicare
program, is where the practicing
accountant can play his most vital
role—in helping the hospital syste
matize its basic accounts so they
are in accord with the reporting
formulas devised for Medicare.
For example, many hospitals
now cannot give a precise alloca
tion of cafeteria expenses, which
should be broken down by num
ber of personnel served for each
July-August, 1967
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hospital cost center, for the simple
reason that no record is kept. Some
of these hospitals have had to use
a rough and ready method of cal
culating the number of square feet
occupied by each cost center and
then projecting that as a fraction
of cafeteria costs in order to make
an allocation. Other examples of
methods just as primitive have
been frequent. For example, if a
corridor serves both X-ray rooms
(a revenue-producing cost center)
and cafeteria (a revenue-losing

cost center), how is depreciation
for the part of the building occu
pied by that corridor to be charged
—to X-ray or to cafeteria?
“This is where the accountant
can make his most vital contribu
tion,” Bertsch says, “in determin
ing the best allocation of costs in
the first place, and in setting up a
record keeping system that will en
sure that those costs are recorded
in the right way. If we get the
right figures, the computer will
give the right results.”
33
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The increasingly technical nature of many industries
poses a problem in merging technical and cost data
for meaningful management decisions. This article
describes IMPACT, a program merging the milepost
chart and the forecast budget into a common plan in
which each element is considered —

SYSTEMS APPROACH TO INTEGRATING
COST AND TECHNICAL DATA
by Howard M. Carlisle
Utah State University

every phase of indus
and knowledge have tended to ad
try has been characterized
vance and develop more rapidly
by a growth in complexity since
than managerial skills and knowl
World War II. This complexity
edge. This leaves the frequently
referred to “management gap” in
has been brought about to a large

many industries such as aerospace.
degree by the scientific advances
Because of the scientific compo
of the aerospace era.
sition of these aerospace programs,
This has resulted in a business
one of the major problems en
environment far more technical —
countered has been how to gain
and dynamic, too — than has faced
sufficient understanding of the na
the manager in the past. Such an
ture and operation of massive en
environment has created unique
gineering projects, the understand
problems for management. The
ing necessary to control them. The
problems are not necessarily new
technical composition of these pro
in type, but they are new in terms
grams is such that it is difficult to
of size and scope. Technical skills
early

N
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obtain widespread understanding
by the responsible management
team of the basic project problems
or operations.
This complexity becomes appar
ent when one attempts to mesh
the technical, schedule, and cost
aspects of any one program. The
Apollo Program to place man on
the moon is a good example. This
program, administered by the Na
tional Aeronautics and Space Ad
ministration, will cost over twenty
billion dollars and involves several
thousand separate industrial firms,
providing over 500,000 separate
Management Services
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Various
attempts
have 1967
been[whole
parts. In simpler industrial
opera Services,
and
Control Technique.2 This tech
: Management
Vol. 4, No.
4, July-August
issue]
tions where communication is less
made to overcome this manage
nique was developed by a group
difficult, making sound manage
ment problem. One of the more
of consultants
part of a man
ment decisions with full consider
common practices has been to in
agement system established for a
ation to the technical, schedule,
clude a column on the cost state
major aerospace firm.3 This system
ment which indicates for each
and cost features of any problem
integrates the two basic manage
situation is not a major problem. In
project or activity the per cent of
ment tools utilized on aerospace
all organizations there is a natural
physical completion
of the ap
programs. The first of these is the
propriate reporting date. In a lim
division of interests and talents be
milepost (or milestone) chart,
tween technical and administrative
ited way this approach is useful,
which indicates by date on a timebut, again, it does not contain suf
groups (or individuals) because
phased schedule the key mileposts
the different nature of their inclina
ficient technical progress data to
or significant technical accomplish
tion, education, and training. Per
meet the needs of program person
ments or goals of the program
ception and communication often
nel.
plan. The milepost chart is updat
become complicated because of this
Input-output charts have
ed periodically to indicate the stat
been developed attempting to in
factor alone. When such communi
us of mileposts which are in the
tegrate the technical and cost stat
cation is further complicated in
process of completion and mile
us of major programs.1 On these
highly scientific projects cover
posts completed. Target technical
charts, the input line represents the
ing a development and production
goals versus actual accomplish
costs or dollars applied to the pro
timetable of as much as five to
ment are compared in all instances.
seven years — or even longer, as
gram over a specific time period,
The milepost chart is an applica
and
the output line represents ac
in the case of major weapons sys
tion of the Gantt chart4 technique
tems—it results in one of the major
complishments or production units
to aerospace programs.
completed over the same time
blocks to effective management. In
The second basic management
base. Comparisons can be made
the development of these weapons
tool of advanced technology pro
between the cost and technical
systems in the past decade, this
grams is the forecast budget. This
progress trend lines, but these
has been a major hindrance to
type of budget has been useful in
charts are limited in terms of both
effective management.
research and development projects
the quantity and variety of infor
and in government contracting,
mation that can be shown.
where frequently a fixed dollar
Problem of integration
PERT (Program Evaluation and
amount is to be expended within
Review Technique) has been de
This situation creates special
a specified time period, either on
veloped as a valuable planning and
problems for the accountant and
an annual basis or based on the
control tool. The cost dimension
all staff-type groups. The account
period of performance of the con
ant cannot submit a cost statement
has been coupled with this to form
tract. The forecast budget typically
to operating supervisors and as
PERT/Cost, which is an attempt to
involves a system by which funds
sume that it will be automatically
integrate the basic planning and
are allocated or cost ceilings are
meaningful to them. Unless this
established either by work project
cost data. PERT has proven to be
cost statement is integrated in some
(task) or by cost element. In addi
very useful on certain types of pro
manner with the program’s techni
tion,
manpower is frequently allo
grams, especially those requiring
cal status or production status, it
cated
by project on a man-year
detailed planning of new activities.
does not serve
a useful manage
basis.
The
manpower figures and
However, because of its detailed
ment tool. Decision making at all
cost
estimates
are provided by time
nature, it leaves unresolved the
management levels must take into
periods,
usually
months of the fiscal
problem of presenting meaningful
consideration cost and technical
year.
frequent source of prob
overall reporting to management.
factors if ineffective decision mak
lems,
especially
on larger programs,
Several quite unusual applica
ing is to be avoided.
is
that
when
technical
planning
tions of concepts aimed at combin
HOWARD M. CARLISLE is
head of the department
of business administra
tion and assistant profes
sor of management at
Utah State University,
Logan. Formerly he was
head of the budgets and
business planning de
partment
the Wasatch
Division of Thiokol Chemical Corporation and
budget analyst for the U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission. Mr. Carlisle has contributed
numerous articles to professional publications.
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ing the pertinent technical and cost
information for a program were
developed recently in conjunction
with a management reporting sys
tem known as IMPACT, Integrat
ed Management Program Analysis
1 For
explanation of these concepts
see the author’s article “Aerospace In
dustries and the Budget Function,” Cali
fornia Management Review, Spring, 1964,
pp. 17-27.

2 This technique should not be confused
with the IMPACT system developed by
International Business Machines Corpora
tion for inventory management. There is
no relationship between the two systems.
3 Developed by Aerospace Management
Consultants in 1964.
4 Henry L. Gantt, the originator of the
Gantt chart technique, died November
23, 1919. One of the better
of this technique is found in Wallace
Clark’s book, The Gantt Chart, The
Ronald Press
New York, 1923.
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A problem which frequently occurs, especially on larger programs, is that tech
nical personnel make up the program plan, from which budget personnel develop
the forecast budget. The difficulty is that each group frequently makes differ
ent program assumptions, without considering the implications of its decisions.

personnel make up the program
plan and milepost charts, from
which budget personnel develop
the forecast budget, each group
often makes different program as

sumptions and does not give ade
quate consideration to the impli
cations its decisions have for other
areas of activity. Decisions are fre
quently heavily oriented in one di
rection with the result that other
functions or areas of management
suffer and performance is fre
quently substandard.
IMPACT concepts require the
fusing of the technical plan and
the financial plan on one common
time-phased chart, thus helping to
ensure that the plans are interre
lated and consistent. Also, it pro
vides an extremely simple yet
useful technique for analyzing pro
grams. Exhibit 1 on page 37 con
tains an IMPACT chart which syn
thesizes a typical program plan
with a forecast of costs by project.
It will be noted that each of the
separate program phases is identi
fied against a time base. The key
mileposts are also included. The
lower half of the chart reflects the

cost forecast by program, which is
time-phased in a similar manner.
Exhibit 2 on page 37 is an IM
PACT chart which contains a fore
cast of manpower requirements by
skill categories. These charts are
completely flexible as this same
manpower information can be
shown by program, plant, or in
any other manner management de
sires. The advantage of integrating
this information on one chart is
that it makes it relatively easy to
analyze the manpower and cost
data to determine whether they
are consistent in terms of build-up,
phase-out, or any other time in
crement.
The basic rule underlying the
concepts is that cost data, program
plans, schedules, or other similar
information will never be under
stood by management unless they
are jointly presented in a common
chart similar to Exhibits 1 and 2.
The reasons for this have been
enumerated. Management cannot
make a sound decision unless it is
sure that all of the technical and
cost aspects of the program are
given consideration. Key manage

36
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ment decisions are not solely tech
nical or financial; they are both.
Consideration must be given in
management decision making to
alternatives affecting performance,
schedules, and costs. The decision
making process typically involves
trade-offs based on these variables.
If there is any potential change in
cost or in the technical program,
management should be informed at
the time the decision is to be made
of the implications these changes
have for budgets, schedules, and
technical progress.

Use in control
The IMPACT approach is also
useful for control purposes. Once
the program plan and budget
are established, as in Exhibit 1,
performance can be measured
against this technical and cost plan
as actual experience is incurred.
Exhibit 3 on page 41 reflects this.
Exhibit 3 represents a status report
on a hypothetical rocket motor pro
gram showing the actual accom
plishment versus the plan outlined
in Exhibit 1. Two differences beManagement Services
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IMPACT PROGRAM AND COST SCHEDULE
By Project & Task

*These figures represent rocket motors produced for or utilized on each program or project as indicated

EXHIBIT I

EXHIBIT 2
IMPACT PROGRAM AND COST SCHEDULE
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more
closely
identify
tweenof Planning,
the exhibits
should
be
Management Services: A Magazine
Systems,
and Controls,
Vol.
4 [1967],
No. 4,
Art. 9 the indi
noted. For reporting purposes, Ex
vidual variances.
hibit 3 is on a monthly rather than
quarterly basis, and it covers only
Systems requirements
the system development project

rather than all of the four projects
It is not possible in a brief ar
included in Exhibit 1. Exhibit ’s
ticle to explore fully all potential
value as a control document is
applications of these concepts.
readily evident. In reflecting the
However, appreciation of their
status of the project
of the
scope and usefulness can be ob
end of February, 1966, the circled
tained by reviewing the implica
numbers under the design subproj
tions the concepts have for man
ect in the January and February
agement control and reporting sys
columns, on the top half of the
tems. Any management system
report, represent the actual dates
which successfully meets the needs
the rocket motors in the subproject
of rapidly changing industrial pro
were completed. It will be noted
grams must contain the following
that for all four motors this effort
features:
was completed approximately ten
days later than the original plan.
The eight essentials
This gives a good indication of the
technical progress under the pro
1. The system must be manage
The system, to meet
gram as of this date.
ment oriented. It must contain the
management’ needs, must
The budget status is reflected on
key items of management concern
contain information on the
the same basis. The top row of cost
in decision making, and it must be
figures opposite the system devel
consistent with the manner in
primary management aspects
opment project represents the
which management plans, moni
planned budget. The “P" in the
tors, directs, and controls pro
of any program. Emphasis
January column indicates that
grams. With effective communica
is placed on the need for the
tion presenting the problem that it
these are planned figures. The “ ”
just below the “P" in the January
does on aerospace-type programs,
system to integrate and
column identifies the actual costs
the prime aim must be to develop
for January and February. The
an integrated control and reporting
correlate technical planning,
figures below the system develop
system for management.
scheduling, and performance
ment project totals are a break
2. Closely related to the above
down
of
these
totals
into
the
vari
is
the requirement that the system
with financial planning,
ous subprojects.
must contain information on the
scheduling, and performance.
It will be noted that the project
primary management aspects of
overran $4,900 in January and un
any program. Emphasis is placed
derran $4,500 in February. By add
on the need for the system to inte
ing this budget information on the
grate and correlate technical plan
ning, scheduling, and performance
lower half of the chart, the cost
with financial planning, schedul
status of the project and the tech
nical status are shown simultane
ing, and performance
ously. In this particular example,
3.
third requirement is that
both technical and cost per
the data should be graphically por
formance are reasonably close to
trayed in a manner to highlight re
the plan on a cumulative basis,
lationships and enhance quantita
there is no cause for alarm. How
tive analysis. With the mass of in
ever, if the costs were overrunning
formation management must di
significantly and the technical pro
gest on programs of this sort, it is
gram were behind schedule, it
mandatory that data be effectively,
would be adequate warning to the
schematically portrayed for ease of
program manager that his project
understanding and to provide
was in trouble. It should be noted
quick visibility regarding interre
that Exhibit 3 is only a basic
lationships.
summary report. Supplementary
4. The system should be as sim
budget and technical reports in
ple
possible and yet contain the
much greater detail are needed to
key items of management concern.
38
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One of the problems created by
tains Vol.
a working
familiarity with
ning
tool as the charts integrating
: Management Services,
4, No. 4, July-August
1967 [whole
issue]
PERT is that specialists must be
the information in these formats,
the cost and technical information
trained
operate the system. Cur
it can easily comprehend the cost
are developed with the first pro
rent industry practices should be
and technical interrelationships.
gram plan. Cost and technical
emphasized. Accordingly, under
6. The concepts are to be ap
changes in the basic charts are
the IMPACT system, industrial ac
plied uniformly at all levels of the
consecutively numbered, which is
counting is utilized, the milepost
organization or program. This will
a significant aid in tracking the
approach to planning is incorpo
increase the ease with which the
history of a project. As IMPACT’S
rated, and no intricate concepts
information is either analyzed or
primary value is in research and
are included which require exten
accumulated for reporting at the
development programs, it would
sive training for those working
higher management levels. For ex
not be utilized in depth on other
with the system. Actually, PERT
ample, when lower-level organiza
phases of a program, such as dur
tional elements submit budget esti
can be effectively utilized as the
ing production, except for basic
mates on a program, they must do
basic planning tool in the system,
summary management reporting.
so in an IMPACT format so that
but it would be integrated for
8. Finally, the system must pro
their technical assumptions and
management reporting purposes
vide a meaningful measure of cost
goals are also shown. The rule is
with the IMPACT technique.
and technical performance for the
always to be followed that all or
5. Stress is also placed on flexi
project
a whole, for individual
ganizational elements, regardless
bility. The dynamic nature of
segments
the project, or for in
the level within the company, must
aerospace programing has re
dividual groups participating in the
submit all basic planning or cost
sulted in frequent changes. Unless
project in accordance with Ex
data in IMPACT form so that this
a system is flexible enough to ac
hibit 3.
information can be reviewed and
commodate these changes, such a
considered simultaneously. Super
preponderance of available time is
Utilizing IMPACT concepts
visors at all levels find these tech
required to update and revise ob
solete information that the system
niques extremely useful in carry
One or two examples will serve
ing out many of their planning and
never does reflect the current situ
to indicate how a system of this
control responsibilities.
ation. Standardized formats should
sort is utilized in practice. One of
7. The basic system should be
be utilized so that management
the most striking examples of its
established to cover the life cycle
can become familiar with the man
application is in proposal prepara
of any program or project. On this
ner in which the information is
tion for bidding on government
portrayed. Once management ob
basis it will be a valuable plan
programs. The usual manner in

IMPACT concepts require the fusing of the technical plan and the financial plan on one com
mon, time-phased chart, thus helping to ensure that the plans are interrelated and consistent.
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whichof proposals
are prepared
for Vol.
agement
wide
Management Services: A Magazine
Planning, Systems,
and Controls,
4 [1967],with
No. 4,aArt.
9 variety of
the Department of Defense or any
frequently useless reports. Gener
other government agency is to pro
ally, more reports cross the man
vide separate technical, manage
ager’s desk than he can possibly
ment, and cost volumes. This sepa
hope to review or absorb. In many
ration increases the lack of under
instances these reports come from
standing which already exists be
separate organizational units and
tween technical and administrative
cover different program aspects or
personnel. With the exception of
management problems, and there
is no assurance that the informa
the project officer, who is typically
tion is consistent or properly inter
well versed in the technical and
related. When these concepts are
cost aspect of his program, indi
used, it is possible to submit one
viduals with a scientific back
report to management which cov
ground review the technical pro
ers the cost and technical features
posal, and specialists in price anal
of any program. Also, adoption
ysis review the cost proposal, with
formats similar to Exhibits 1 and
no guarantee that they are review
2 gives assurance that management
ing information which is consistent
will not receive any technical re
and properly interrelated. The
port or recommendation which has
problem of analyzing the cost
been developed apart from the ap
volume is extremely difficult for the
propriate cost considerations. At
price analyst, who generally has
the same time, it ensures that cost
very little technical training.
reports which are submitted con
On a scientific program, all cost
tain sufficient information regard
estimates are based on technical
ing the technical status of the pro
assumptions, and when these esti
gram to make the reports meaning
mates are separated from the ap
ful
and understandable to the
propriate assumptions, they be
manager.
come meaningless and misleading.
There are many other possible
The advantages of the IMPACT
examples in addition to these two
approach are threefold: It requires
illustrations of the usefulness of the
that all proposal data be tied to
IMPACT concepts. In any manage
gether through common formats;
ment activity where program plan
it forces the company presenting
ning or cost information is pre
the proposal to integrate technical
sented, these concepts have defi
and cost planning; and it makes
nite application. They are benefi
it easier for the price analyst and
cial in a commercial activity where
all others working with the pro
consumer products are being de
posal to comprehend the interre
Since the advent of EDP, management
veloped and produced as well as in
lationship among the cost, techni
has become overloaded with a wide
aerospace-type programs. The con
cal, and scheduling variables. The
variety of frequently useless reports.
cepts have also been found to be
splitting of the proposal, resulting
With the IMPACT concept, it is
extremely useful in the construc
in its complete segregation into
sible to submit one report to manage
tion industry. The principle holds
technical and cost sections, has
ment which covers the cost and tech
true under all operational situations
supposedly been for the conveni
nical features of any program.
that cost information is most easily
ence of technical and cost spe
understood and most effectively
cialists, but in actuality it has been
presented when it is shown simul
to their detriment. It is also en
taneously with the physical data
tirely contrary to the manner in
regarding production status, effort
which management must make its
expended, or work accomplished
decisions and should view prob
as a result of the costs incurred.
lems of this nature.
An operations manager must be
Another good example of the
able
to see behind cost figures
value of these concepts relates
and
interpret
them in a familiar
the problem of management re
frame
of
reference.
The dollars
porting. In this era of rapid data
alone
tend
to
be
meaningless
in
accumulation through the utiliza
strictly
operational
situations
as
tion of electronic data processing,
the
manager
works
directly
with
we have tended to overload man
40
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COST SCHEDULE

EXHIBIT 3

manpower, materials, and other re
sources in accomplishing his as
signed responsibilities. Cost figures,
when presented separately, will
only disguise this basic information.
It should be noted that when
the IMPACT system is utilized
alone, it does present some limita
tions. One of the original weak
nesses of the Gantt chart approach
which led to the development of
PERT was that milepost charts do
not, as a built-in feature, show de
pendent relationships. Thus, if the
initiation of a project or activity
is dependent upon the completion
of some other project or activity,
it is not necessarily evident from
the milepost chart. The PERT net
work approach eliminated this de
ficiency. This same basic weakness
carries over into the IMPACT sys
tem as it is based on Gantt chart
ing. Also, IMPACT does not take
advantage of the “management by
exception” approach as well as
PERT does. PERT does this by
highlighting the pacing activities
in a program through the critical
path technique. IMPACT does re
veal how far a program or activity
is ahead of or behind schedule,

but it does not do this in terms of
comparing a particular series of
events and activities with all other
events and activities within a spe
cific program. It is for this reason
that it is recommended that PERT
be utilized in conjunction with the
IMPACT system when appropriate.

Conclusion
Since World War II this coun
try’s aerospace programs have
presented the greatest manage
ment challenge which exists today.
Management of these projects is
necessarily complex as a result of
the massive engineering activities
which they encompass. Because of
this complexity, special problems
in communication have arisen, re
sulting in a requirement for inno
vation in management systems.
IMPACT is one attempt at provid
ing a management reporting sys
tem which integrates the key as
pects of management concern re
garding advanced technology pro
grams. It involves a simple inte
gration of the concepts behind
milepost reporting, utilizing the
Gantt chart approach and the con

cepts of the forecast budget. It
offers the following four primary
advantages:
1. It integrates and effectively
correlates technical program plan
ning, scheduling, and performance
with financial planning, schedul
ing, and performance.
2. It requires that all program
changes be accompanied by finan
cial and budgetary updating since
these changes must be submitted
in the IMPACT formats.
3. It provides data in a form
for effective and meaningful re
view because it schematically por
trays the program and cost aspects
of any situation.
4. It is oriented to meet the
needs of management.
The concepts are indicative of a
trend in management reporting.
The emphasis on departing from
the traditional practice of segre
gating technical and cost informa
tion and replacing this with the
concept of integrating such data in
accordance with the needs of man
agement is a useful concept which
should be and will be incorporated
in management systems of the fu
ture.
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In a job shop operation where tasks are nonrepetitive,
setting work standards for each job can cost more in
analysts' time than can be saved in operations. Here's
one company’s solution to setting —

ACCURATE TIME STANDARDS IN LESS TIME
by Robert E. Duvall
Elliott Company

of time stan
than the application of the stan
dards in controlling the costs
dards saves in labor time.
of repetitive, large-volume produc At Elliott Company, a division
of Carrier Corporation, we have,
tion operations are well known.
we think, solved this problem by
Standard time measurement is less
widely used, however, in job shops
using “slotted” time standards,
standards based upon a range of
and other work situations involv
ing the performance of a large
time rather than upon stopwatch
precision.
Although slotted stan
number of tasks that are only in
frequently repeated. The problem,
dards lack the pinpoint accuracy
of course, is that determining ac
necessary for control of high-vol
curate time standards can cost
ume operations, we have found
more in industrial engineering time
them satisfactory for many of the
he advantages

T
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less repetitive tasks performed in
our plant — and economical to in
stall and maintain. Initially greeted
with skepticism, the technique has
proved acceptable to union person
nel
well as to management.

Work measurement program
Four years ago, Elliott Company,
a producer of turbines, compres
sors, ejectors, condensers, and in
dustrial strainers, recognized a
Management Services
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MONTH-YEAR

EXHIBIT I

need to increase the effectiveness
of manufacturing methods. Labor
productivity had to be improved if
costs were to be lowered and prof
its increased. The decision was to
institute a work measurement pro
gram to establish accurate, under
standable, and consistent time
standards for direct labor.

Standard formulas developed
H. B. Maynard and Company,
Inc., a consulting firm specializing
in work measurement, was hired in
1962 to institute a measured day
work program utilizing MTM
(Methods Time Measurement) and
USD (Universal Standard Data).
(Methods Time Measurement
has been described in previous is
sues of Management Services [see
July-August, 1967

Published by eGrove, 1967

“Controlling the Costs of Keypunch
Operations” by Richard Paulson,
November-December ’65, p. 35,
and “How Hanes Hosiery Uses
Clerical Work Measurement” by
Thomas G. Eshelman, March-April
’66, p. 37]. Briefly, it is one of sev
eral predetermined motion times
systems for setting standard times
to perform a task. It provides a set
of established time values, original
ly determined by time and motion
study, for the basic motions re
quired to perform common tasks
in industry. The analyst studies
the operation performed, breaks it
down into its component motions,
and assigns time values from the
tables. Master Standard Data is a
simplification of MTM that reduces
the number of motions tabulated
and combines some of them.)

Twelve industrial engineers were
trained and tested in MTM. In the
first year of the program 43 stan
dard data formulas were devel
oped for various operations such as
machining, fitting, welding, burn
ing, rolling, and miscellaneous as
sembly. Application of the standard
data formulas to specific jobs in
the Elliott Company started in
August, 1963.

Analysts improved rapidly
During the first month of stan
dard data application (September,
1963) every standard produced or
operation measured required an
average of 1.4 man-hours of indus
trial engineering time. This ex
tremely high average resulted in
part from the standards analysts’
43
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HOURS PER WEEK APPLICATING STANDARDS

EXHIBIT 2

lack of experience and in part from
the fact that they were working
only on machining standards,
which had to be set with great pre
cision.

Improvement was rapid, as Ex-

ROBERT E. DUVALL is sec
tion manager of the in
dustrial engineering de
partment at Elliot Com
pany, Jeanette, Pennsyl
vania, v/here he has been
responsible for part of
the standards develop
ment program described
this article. In the
past he has served as industrial engineer
with U.S. Steel Corporation, Gary, Indiana;
Scaife Company, Oakmont, Pennsylvania;
and Jones and Laughlin Steel Corporation,
Pittsburgh Works. Mr. Duvall received his
B.B.A. degree from Westminster College,
New Wilmington, Penna.,
1958.
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hibit 1 on page 43 shows. In Oc
tober, 1963, the average time per
standard had been reduced to .82
hours; in December, 1963, to .58
hours; by July of 1964, to .35 hours.

In the same period coverage (de
fined as the number of direct labor
measured hours divided by the
sum of the direct labor measured
hours and the direct labor unmeas
ured hours) increased by an aver
age of 4 per cent a month. This
trend is shown in Exhibit 2 on
this page. In the first eleven
months of application, coverage
was increased to 38 per cent. Then
it started to level off.

Problem of economics
Progress had been impressive
during the first year of the work

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol4/iss4/9

measurement program. Now, how
ever, we had hit something of a
plateau. Coverage was still well
below our goal of 80 per cent. At
the same time the total number of
industrial engineering application
hours had reached 350 hours a
week, the equivalent of having
nine industrial engineers doing
nothing but setting time standards.

Variety of tasks problem
The total number of application
hours could not be increased sub
stantially without additional staff,
an investment that might well
make the whole project uneconom
ic. It was obvious that the time
required to set one standard had
to be cut still more. Yet we had
already attained most of the beneManagement Services
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Standard Time Ranges

Time Grouping # 1
Standard

Time Range

Standard

Min.

Hours

0

.018
.032
.043
.057
.075
.106
.140
.185
.245
.323
.428
.569
.750
1.000
1.210
1.460
1.770
2.150
2.600

•

.029
.038
.050
.066
.087
.123
.162
.214
.282
.373
.493
.652
.863
1.100
1.330
1.610
1.950
2.360

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
-

Time Range
Min.

Max.

.028
.037
.049
.065
.086
.122
.161
.213
.281
.372
.492
.651
.862
1.099
1.320
1.600
1.940
2.350
2.850

3.150
3.830
4.630
5.610
6.800
8.280
10.000
11.700
12.900
14.300
15.800
17.400
19.100
21.100
23.200
25.600
28.200
31.100

2.860
3.480
4.210
5.100
6.190
7.500
9.100
11.300
12.400
13.700
15.100
16.700
18.400
20.200
22.300
24.500
27.000
29.700

Max.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

3.470
4.200
4.090
6.180
7.490
9.090
11.200
12.300
13.600
15.000
16.600
18.300
20.100
22.200
24.400
26.900
29.600
32.600

EXHIBIT 3

The total number of
application hours could not
fit to be expected as the effect of
the learning curve.
Our problem lay in the job shop
nature of much of our work. Our
production requires the perform
ance of a large number of miscel
laneous, nonrepetitive, low-volume
tasks. For example, on one day
(August 29, 1966) our time re
porting system showed that ap
proximately 3,750 different opera
tions were performed in the plant.
These operations, which were
spread over 210 different work cen
ters or types of work, constituted
direct labor hours, or an av
erage of 1.52 hours per operation.

An example
To dramatize the problem, let us
assume that Elliott Corporation is
a complete job shop and that no
job is ever repeated. There are
30,000 direct labor hours expended
per week, and the average time to
complete one operation in the shop
is 1.52 hours. If the time required
for an industrial engineer to set a
standard were .35 hours, to obtain
an 80 per cent coverage goal we
would need more than 5,000 in
dustrial engineering man-hours for
setting standards, or the equiva

be increased substantially

without additional staff—an
investment that might well

make the whole project
uneconomic. It was obvious

that the time required

to set one standard had to
be cut still more.

Slotted standards
This was better than our hypo
thetical example but still too much.
As a result, we came to the con
clusion that instead of trying to
set pinpoint standards for every
operation it would be more practi
cal, in the case of the less signifi
cant, less frequently repeated op
erations, to base the standards up
on a “range of time” in which the
45
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lent of more than 120 industrial
engineers. This example is unreal
istic, but it does show how uneco
nomical a measured day work pro
gram could be.
Actually, only about 12 per cent
of all the direct labor operations in
the plant are never repeated. Fur
thermore, only about per cent of
the total direct labor operations at
any given time need to be revised
by methods improvements and to
have their standards updated. Even
so, once the initial standard-setting
job had been completed, we would
need the equivalent of more than
800 standard application hours or
more than 20 men per week to
maintain 80 per cent coverage at
a standard-setting time rate of .35
hours.
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performed by a qualified operator.
standards are established by work
The “slotting” concept was orig
sheet calculations. As the bench
inally developed in 1953 in con
mark file is being built up, the
nection with the development of a
standards analyst begins to com
system of time standards for main
pare the work he is calculating
tenance work. (Maintenance work
with that already calculated and
differs from high-volume produc
slotted. At this point the bench
tion work in that the method of
marks can take one of two forms:
performing a maintenance task var
ies from job to job while a worker
Single major variable
on a high-volume production job
will use the same method every
If a single major variable exists,
then the job times are plotted on
time.) Two basic principles were
EXHIBIT 4
employed to make slotted stan
a chart against the variable, as
shown in Exhibit 5 on page 47, to
dards economical and feasible:
Standard Time Ranges
determine whether a logical curve
can be established. For example,
Time Grouping #
Time-range groups established
the variable found for the fitting
Time Range (Hours)
Range
of
Time
—
Instead
of
be
and welding of oil tanks and base
Standard
Minimum Maximum
ing expressed
exact times, stan
plates was found to be the total
0.1
0.00
0.15
dards are expressed as ranges of
length of weld. These products
0.2
0.15
0.25
time. At Elliott Company two time
0.4
0.25
0.50
were grouped and a curve was
0.7
0.50
0.90
range groups were established.
drawn. Then the time ranges were
1.2
0.9
1.5
One
group
is
intended
for
use
superimposed on the curve to
2.0
1.5
2.5
with operations where the time per
broaden it and let the highs and
3.0
2.5
3.5
4.5
4.0
3.5
piece is relatively small, such as
lows average out.
5.0
4.5
5.5
flame
cutting,
shearing,
etc.
This
These standards are applied only
6.0
5.5
6.5
group, shown in Exhibit on page
to the two normal fit and weld op
7.3
6.5
8.0
9.0
8.0
10.0
45, has fourteen ranges of time
erations of building an oil tank.
11.0
10.0
12.0
from
0
to
1
hour,
twelve
ranges
Operation 1 is welding the bottom
13.0
12.0
14.0
from 1 to 10 hours, and eleven
and the two ends plus burning
15.0
14.0
16.0
17.0
18.0
16.0
ranges from 10 to 33 hours. The
openings and fitting nozzles and
18.0
16.0
19.0
standard hour deviations from the
brackets.
Operation 2 is fit and
24.0
20.0
22.0
time
group
mean
are
approximate
weld
to
complete
all remaining
28.0
24.0
26.0
32.0
28.0
30.0
items.
ly ±15 per cent, ±10 per cent,
32.1
36.0
34.0
and ±5 per cent, respectively.
For ten different oil tanks the
36.1
40.0
38.0
total
calculated standard for Op
The
second
time-range
group,
40.1
44.0
42.0
44.1
48.0
46.0
eration 1 is 21.33 hours, and the
shown in Exhibit 4 on the left, is
50.5
48.1
53.0
total slotted standard is 22.2
used for operations where the time
59.0
53.1
56.0
hours. The total calculated stan
per
piece
is
high
—
fit,
tack,
weld,
59.1
65.0
62.0
dard for Operation 2 is 29.31 hours,
and heavy assembly. This group
71.0
65.1
68.0
71.1
79.0
75.0
and the total slotted standard is
has fewer time ranges; it has twen
79.1
87.0
83.0
28 hours. These calculations are
ty time ranges up to the 32-hour
87.1
95.0
91.0
shown in Exhibit 6 on page 47.
time-range maximum, as compared
100.0
105.0
95.1
to the 37 time ranges in the first
group.
Work content comparison
Benchmark Jobs — Typical jobs
The total deviation of the first
are given carefully engineered, ac
operation is +4 per cent, and the
curate standards and are used to
total deviation of the second op
create “slots” or “pigeon holes” in
eration is —4 per cent. The total
to which other, related jobs can
cumulative deviation of the slot
be fitted. These typical jobs, called
ted times is 99.9 per cent, or with
“benchmark jobs,” are chosen pri
in the validity limit of ±5 per cent
marily on their ability to encom
within a 40-hour pay period. Devi
pass a job that is representative of
ations of individual standards of as
the parts made, the operations per
much as ±30 per cent can be per
formed, and the variations encoun
mitted so long as the cumulative
tered.
Management Services
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FIT AND WELD RECTANGULAR OIL TANKS

Calculation of Benchmarks by Major Variable Analysis

EXHIBIT 5

EXHIBIT 6
Calculation of Benchmarks by Work Content Comparison
DERIVATION OF DATA

FIT, TACK

WELD-RECTANGULAR OIL TANKS
Operation

Part No.

670702-20
670739-17
670604-20
670605-20
670633-20
670737-20
825271-20
670607-20
825269-24
670843-28
815487-39
670822-17

Op.

70 & 80
60
70
70
70 & 80
80
70 & 80
90
100
& 90
80
100 & 110

Last Operation

Calc.
Std.

Weld
Lgth.

1.70
1.77
1.70
1.80
1.75
2.07
2.14
2.47
2.72
3.21
4.92

70"

Slotted
Std.
1.2
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
*

88"
91"
92"
92"
92"
122"
126"
173"
296"
764"

---

Totals

22.2

21.33
22.2
---- = 1.04
21.3

Op. No.

Calc.
Std.

Weld
Lgth.

Slotted
Std.

110
90
100

2.15
2.55
3.40

164"
160"
136"

2.0
2.0
2.0

130
—
130
130
140
100
140
100

3.65
3.92
2.97
3.08
4.69
3.85
7.52
2.90

272"
260"
206"
316"
321"
392"
544"
196"

4.0
4.0
3.0
4.0
4.0
*
*

29.31

3.0

28.0

28.0
----- = .96
29.3
•

50.2
-------= .999
50.6

*Not Covered by Graph—Outside Validity Limit

July-August, 1967
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The slotting is performed by establishing clear, brief ...
deviation is within the ±5 per
cent limit.
The second form a benchmark
can take is work content compari
son. This is used when no single
major variable exists. The slotting
is performed by establishing clear,
brief descriptions of the jobs and
slotting them into ranges of time.
A new standard can be estab
lished by comparing the work re
quired with the work previously

calculated and covered by a range
of time (benchmark).
Exhibit 7 on this page shows a
sample spread sheet of layout work
up to the .51- to .90-hour time
range. The listing of each of these
typical benchmark jobs has the
part number, part name, and con
cise description of the job to per
mit easy comparison.
The standards analyst already
knows the work content of the

carefully calculated benchmark
time standard. Instead of making
a time-consuming calculation for
the new, unmeasured job, he has
only to mentally compare the work
to be measured with that already
measured.

Analysts' qualifications
This, of course, requires
The qualifications of the standards

EXHIBIT 7
Spread Sheet
Benchmark Jobs

Task Area: TANK SHOP LAYOUT

Task Area: TANK SHOP LAYOUT
Group

Group
( 0 )

0.10

(0.15)

(.151)

0.20

Group
(.25)

831970-3

636669-41

Spec. Shipping Brace—2
x 2½L-56" Lg.-L/o for
Shearing plus, Order out 2
parts.
S.U. = .17 Ea.Pc. = .137

L/O Gauge Bar for Oil
Level Indicator 1 Hole
1 Bend Line
S.U. = .17 Ea.Pc. = .19

831971-6

448507-20
L/O Flange—9⅞" O.D. x
3⅞" I.D.
S.U. = .17 Ea.Pc. = .10

L/O 2 Holes
Lugs on
30" Dia. x 15/16" Plate
S.U. = .17 Ea.Pc. = .19

434055-2
L/O Flange-11⅞" O.D. x
1½" I.D.
S.U. = .17 Ea.Pc. = .13

411260-9,10
Water Inlet Flange
Order out 1 piece
S.U. = .17 Ea.Pc. = .06

(.251)

0.4

Group
(.50)

0.7

(.51)

(.90)

411260-SA01

L/O Flange—32"
x
24" I.D.
S.U. = .17 Ea.Pc. = .27

L/O Nozzle DevelopmentAll Strt. Lines 154" x 38"
S.U. =
.17 Ea.Pc. = .84

411260-4

690812-5

L/O Flange—59½" O.D. x
48" I.D.
S.U. = .17 Ea.Pc. = .47

L/O Plate & Location of 2
+ Flng. for Oil Tank
Cover
S.U. = .17 Ea.Pc. = .84

670739
L/O Form Template for Oil
Tank Bottom
S.U. = .17 Ea.Pc. = .43

815784-4
19 Blade Imp. 20" O.D.
7½" I.D.
S.U. = .35 Ea.Pc. = .76

843100-1

Soleplate-3" x 28" x 24"
L/O 4 Str. Lines
S.U. = .17 Ea.Pc. = .40

448893-7
2"—150# Stm. Chest Assy.
4 Lines—2 Circles
S.U. = .17 Ea.Pc. = .26

843101-4

16" x 16" Centering Pin
Holder—6 Str. Lines and 1
Circle
S.U. = .17 Ea.Pc. = .50

833748-4
15"
Flanged Brg.
Hous'g. End Cover. 1 Temp.,
1 Circle, 2 Strt. Lines, 1
Order out
S.U. = .242 Ea.Pc. = .521

448916-4
14" Noz. Ass'y., 1 Cplng.,
8 Str. Lines, 1 Circle
S.U. = .17 Ea.Pc. = .634
448755-14

Flange 86" O.D. 72" I.D.
S.U. = .17 Ea.Pc. = .589

638810-3
Soleplate 78" x 15"—4 Str.
Lines
S.U. = .17 Ea.Pc. = .425

448687-5

Man Hole Cover 6 Str.
Lines, 4 Circles
S.U. = .17 Ea.Pc. = .744

Management Services
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. .. descriptions of the jobs and slotting them into ranges of time.

Time to Set Standards for Large Parts

EXHIBIT 8

analysts are among the most im
portant ingredients of a slotting
program. The analyst must have a
thorough knowledge of the work
on which he is setting a standard
and be able to understand the ap
plication of the standard data. At
Elliott Company most of the ana
lysts are practical shop men who
can visualize any job they are
analyzing.

Results
The results have been highly
satisfactory. As Exhibit 1 shows,
by August 1, 1966, the time re

July-August, 1967
Published by eGrove, 1967

quired to set one standard had
been reduced to .16 hours. As of
the same date (Exhibit 2) the
coverage was around the 75 per
cent level, with total application
hours per week between 350 and
400 hours.
Exhibit 8 shown above and Ex
hibit 9 on page 50 give specific ex
amples of the effect of slotting on
the time to set standards. The stan
dards analyst whose work is chart
ed in Exhibit 8 is responsible for
the establishments of standards for
large parts fitting and welding.
Before the slotting technique was
installed in April, 1965, this man

was calculating individual stan
dards from a detailed worksheet
and averaging .74 hours per stan
dard. Now he is averaging .22
hours per standard, or an improve
ment of better than 300 per cent.

Easiest standards set first
This improvement is particularly
striking because the less difficult
standards were set first. The parts
concerned are large parts, such as
barometric condensers and ejec
tors, which can range from the
size of a railroad car to the size of
three railroad cars. Because of the

49
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EXHIBIT 9

size of these parts, the standard
times for fitting and welding them
will vary substantially, and so will
the time to establish one standard.
We set rates on the smaller fabri
cations first because they took less

time and moved on to the larger
units later. During the first month
of application of slotted time stan
dards the time to set one standard
on large parts was reduced from
.73 hours to .51 hours. Without
slotting, the time required would
have hovered around the average
for the first six months of .76 hours.
The standards analyst whose
work is illustrated in Exhibit 9 is
responsible for establishing stan
dards for small parts fitting and
welding. When he started setting
rates in March, 1964, his time to
set one rate was extremely high.

Improvement was immediately no
ticeable, as the result of the learn
ing curve, and after the first three
months his time had dropped to
between .30 and .40 hours. There
it remained until the introduction
of slotting in March, 1965. Then
the time was reduced to an average
of .15 hours per standard, repre
senting a better than 200 per cent
improvement.

Conclusion
The slotting principle is not used
on all operations at Elliott Com
pany. Pinpoint accuracy is still re
quired on many machining tasks.
Slotted time standards are being
used for fitting, welding, rolling,
burning, shearing, and various mis
cellaneous assembly operations.

50
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Introduction of the slotting tech
nique has benefited people who
perform several functions. The
foreman in, say, the weld shop
now has available a guide to how
long it should take to do nine out
of ten jobs. The standards analyst
now is able to cover accurately
approximately 90 per cent of the
4,000 hours of direct labor expend
ed in the weld shop each week.
The industrial engineer now has a
practical method that enables him
to develop realistic time standards
in economical amounts of time.
The most important fact is that
management has a work measure
ment program that is economical
and still is accurate enough for
scheduling, estimating, measuring,
and planning. Slotting has sold it
self to the Elliott Company.
Management Services
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Planning, organizing, and controlling are vital management functions—
in business as well as in the army. But, unlike the army, business
may profit greatly by actively soliciting help from its rank and file.

Capital expenditure is a management responsibility,
but when it comes to improved work methods or
equipment, the best program is often one based
heavily on employee suggestions, screened and evalu
ated in a sequential evaluation process —

EFFECTIVE ORGANIZATION FOR
CAPITAL EXPENDITURE ANALYSIS
by Bill J. Bishop

University of Missouri

ing proposed capital expenditures.
in a business have
Regardless of the analytical tech
consequences as serious as
those involved in the acquisition of niques used, however, a capital ex
penditure program cannot be effec
fixed assets. The impact is not
tive unless it is properly planned
limited to the immediate financial
and organized.
drain. The acquisition of a fixed
In any but the smallest company
asset has a continuing (beneficial
top management cannot initiate all
or detrimental) effect on the busi
the ideas and make all the deci
ness throughout the economic life
sions itself. Because of the per
of the asset, which may range
vasiveness of capital investment de
from as little as two or three years
cisions all levels of the organiza
to as much as thirty or forty years.
tion must become involved in them.
Much attention has been given to
sophisticated methods of evaluat
This requires careful assignment of
ew decisions

F
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responsibility for planning and
controlling capital expenditures
through an organization structure
that is utilized and understood by
everyone who will be touched by
the capital decisions.

Responsibility
The ultimate responsibility for
capital acquisitions is, of course,
top management’s. Major invest
ment decisions, because of their
magnitude and their long-term ef51
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facturers continually strive to im
receive the consideration it de
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prove their products. Thus, the
serves because of departmental bias
latest equipment should be given
or the pressure of the engineers’
a chance to compete, at least on
other duties. It is preferable, if the
paper, with that already in opera
company is large enough, to em
tion.
ploy someone whose primary duty

Obviously, the results of these ex
is equipment analysis.
aminations
and
Many large companies have such

 should be recorded

a
filed where they will be readily
fs. They examine
old equip
available when equipment deci
ment at regular intervals1 and re
sions are to be made. Other types
cord for future reference informa
of information also may be utilized
tion on its age, condition, current
in the equipment program. Such
effectiveness, and the like. The
data as historical records of main
capital additions specialists also
tenance costs and statistics on op
keep informed of the latest equip
erating performance of a machine,
ment developments through review
amount of wasted materials, and
of periodicals, visits to equipment
idle time may be useful in equip
shows, and contacts with salesmen
ment analysis. The extent to which
for equipment manufacturers.2
such data are needed will vary in
The presence of personnel who
specific cases.
are
familiar
both
with
existing
A basic objective of the organiza
tional phase of a capital additions
equipment and with the alterna
program is to ensure that manage
tives available helps to ensure that
Sources of new proposals
ment is aware of all worthwhile in
all the information needed for an
vestment ideas.
Systematic attention to replace
investment decision will be avail
ment
is an important element of
able without undue delay. In their
fects, must be made by top execu
efficiency.
The real opportunities
absence, it is difficult for manage
tives and/or the board of directors.
for
increasing
corporate profitabil
ment to be sure that it is consider
Furthermore, the entire capital ex
ity,
however,
lie in new invest
ing all possible choices.
penditure program must have the
ments.
active support of top management
A basic objective of the capital ad
Replacement policy
ditions program, therefore, should
if it is to receive the necessary co
operation from employees.
be to make sure that management
Initiation of equipment replace
This does not mean, however,
is aware of all worthwhile invest
ment should not be left to the dis
that top management must make
ment proposals. The opportunity to
cretion of the department con
every investment decision. Minor
make
profitable investments tends
cerned. The replacement program
to
vary
directly with the number
ones can, and indeed should, be
should be based on a systematic
of
proposals.
All reasonable proj
delegated to lower levels.
approach.
In many companies far too much
ects—not just those that are obvi
Normally existing fixed assets
top management time is devoted
ously desirable—should be given
should be surveyed and examined
to relatively minor investment de
adequate consideration, and this
at least annually.3 Older equipment

cisions. This practice is not only
should probably be examined even
policy should be communicated to
uneconomic but may keep the top
more frequently since older items
every employee.
executives from giving sufficient at
are more likely to become obsolete
Rank-and-file employees should
tention to major expenditure pro
or inoperative. Even recently ac
be encouraged to participate. In
posals. It is much better to specify
quired equipment, however, occa
most companies employees prob
a series of successive expenditure
sionally can be replaced with more
ably consider origination of ideas
limits below which decisions may
profitable types. Equipment manu
for new fixed assets to be a respon
be made at successively lower
sibility only of management.
levels of the organization.
This is true of some types of pro
1 Joseph Geschelin, “A Progressive Ma
posals. Usually capital additions re
chinery Replacement Program,” Auto
Staffing
quired because of expansion pro
motive Industries, July 15, 1950, p. 32.
grams should be developed by ex
The ideal equipment program is
2 Henry D. Sharpe, Jr., “Replacement
ecutives
or by equipment special
Formulas
—
Are
They
Help
or
Head
run by a specialist. Most equip
ache?
”
The
Tool
Engineer,
August,
1953,
ists.
Requirements
arising out of
ment proposals require technical
pp. 43-44.
new
products
or
invasion
of new
analysis. This task is often handled
3 D. M. Pattison, “Choosing New Ma
marketing
territories
are
also
likely
by engineers as a sideline to their
chinery and Equipment,” Mechanical
to
originate
at
managerial
levels.
primary responsibility, but there is
Engineering, September, 1952, pp. 716720.
But many ideas for cost-saving
risk that a given proposal may not
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Employees should be convinced that suggestions are
important and are part of their responsibility to the firm.

devices — and many replacement
proposals — can originate with
lower-echelon employees if they
are encouraged to offer them. It is
worth a major effort to convince
rank-and-file workers and first-line
supervisors that new equipment
ideas are not a management mo
nopoly but are a part of their re
sponsibility. Suggestion systems,
with generous and highly publi
cized awards; departmental meet
ings on equipment problems; and,
above
continuous encourage
ment by workers’ immediate super
visors are useful techniques.
More is involved, however, than
simply provoking ideas. There
should be a mechanism for help
ing the workers to communicate
their suggestions effectively. Fac
tory workers normally are not
trained to communicate in dollars
and-cents terms.4 They need staff
help to ensure that profitable pro
posals are not overlooked simply
because an employee is unable to
present an idea in a convincing
manner.
Management must be careful,
too, to handle suggestions, even
poor ones, in a positive and en
couraging way. An employee
whose idea is summarily rejected
is much less likely to spend time
and effort developing ideas in the
future, particularly if he thinks that
his proposal had real merit that
was ignored. Employee suggestions
should be carefully screened
through a formal review system.
4 Is New Equipment Worth Its Cost?”
Business Week, February 18, 1950, p.
86.

July-August, 1967

Preliminary stages
Informal screening of a proposal
that originates with operating per
sonnel begins in the early stages
of its development. An employee’s
enthusiasm about his idea usually
leads him to discuss it with his
family, friends, and fellow work
ers. The opinions of the last group
are likely to be especially valuable,
since the co-workers are familiar
with the problems and equipment
involved. Clearly undesirable ideas
are not likely to survive this stage
of screening—an advantage to man
agement, which is thus spared the
necessity of rejection. There is risk,
of course, that good ideas may be
eliminated without adequate con
sideration of their merit, but this
risk is unavoidable.
The next basic step in the
screening of an operating em
ployee’s idea is normally for him to
present it to his foreman or super
visor. At this stage the idea will
probably carry no price tag, and
the foreman will probably not at
tempt a detailed cost
benefit
analysis. He should, however, be
close enough to the equipment and
the work it performs to be reason
ably proficient in making a pre
liminary evaluation of a project.
Subsequent stages in the devel
opment of an idea vary with cor
porate size and organization struc
ture. A proposal must be “sold” to
various persons at various levels
of the management. In general,
however, the process will include

the stages of coordination and
formalization, formal evaluation,
budget request, budget approval,
priority assignment, expenditure
request, and final approval.
The proposal now must be pre
sented to a department head or, if
one is available, an equipment spe
cialist so that it can be analyzed
in terms of future costs, future
revenues, and other data that will
be pertinent to the final decision.
Cost estimates should include the
actual purchase price, freight and
installation costs, and such miscel
laneous expenditures as the cost of
trial runs. The ife of the equip
ment should be determined as ac
curately possible by examination
of historical data on similar types
of equipment and by collection of
information from equipment sales
men. Experience with similar
equipment also may be helpful in
estimating maintenance, repair,
and operating costs. Salvage value,
often ignored, should be esti
mated if possible.
All this should produce a rough
estimate of the profitability of the
proposal. A department head

BILL J. BISHOP, Ph.D.,
CPA, is associate pro
fessor of accountancy at
the University of Mis
souri. He is a member
of the American Account
ing Association, the Na
tional Association of Ac
countants, the Missouri
and Texas Societies of
CPAs, and the American Institute of CPAs.
Dr. Bishop received his B.B.A. and M.B.A.
degrees from North Texas State University
and was awarded his Ph.D. from the Uni
versity of Texas
1961.
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The basic procedures are shown in
the exhibit on page 54.
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Supervisors

Employees

Formal evaluation
The proposal should receive a
formal evaluation in the format
specified by company policy. Uni
form application of a consistent
evaluation method is essential.
Comparisons of return on invest
ment among competing projects
will be valid only if the same
evaluation concepts are used in all
cases.
Obviously, the data used in eval
uation must be accurate as well as
consistent. The department head
must be alert to possible errors that
will lead to mistakes in judgment.
He must know, for example, how
to interpret data on the usable out
put of new equipment. Usually a
machine has a specified theoretical
capacity, which frequently is veri
fied through trial runs in the ven
dor’s factory. The purchaser should
be wary of accepting theoretical
capacity at face value, however;
because of down time and repairs
actual capacity may be only 75
per cent or 80 per cent of theo
retical.

Profitability must be judged

Steps in Handling Capital Addition Proposals

should have the authority to reject
clearly unattractive projects at this
stage.
Before a department head sub
mits a proposal to his superior, he
normally should review the profit

ability calculations and the advan
tages and disadvantages of the
project with someone qualified to
give an opinion. This might be one
of the company’s equipment spe
cialists, if they exist, or an en
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The department head also must
not ignore such basic questions as
whether the company needs the in
creased capacity a proposed asset
will supply. Unless the salesmen
can market the increased output,
added capacity will be a handicap
rather than an advantage. At best,
there is likely to be a time lag;
the new capacity may not be really
useful in its first year or two.
If the department head has profit
responsibility, failure to make a
thorough analysis may jeopardize
his own operating results. Even
if he does not, he must attempt to
consider all relevant factors before
making a recommendation; a care
lessly evaluated proposal is not
likely to win acceptance.
A proposal that survives the de
partment head’s formal evaluation
will be included in the requests for
Management Services
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Management
Vol. 4, No.
July-August
1967
issue]
capital additions that : he
submits Services,
mendations
may or may not be ac
consideration
is 4,not
a decision
for[whole
to the budget committee. All such
cepted by the chief executive or
the budget director or budget com
requests from all department heads
board. Much depends on how
mittee to make but for top man
are normally re-evaluated and co
agement and the board.
closely the budget director and
ordinated by the budget director.
budget committee are in tune with
Before the capital budget is sub
The budget director’s own attitude
board thinking on major policies.
mitted for top-level approval, there
must be unprejudiced, not subject
fore, each project should be as
Major policy decisions, which fre
to his personal friendships with de
signed a priority rating. Priorities
quently have a strong impact on
partment heads. A standardized
should be assigned on as objective
the capital budget, usually ema
format for evaluation and support
a basis as possible, although often
nate from board meetings. Policy
of proposals is helpful in ensuring
objective data will have to be sup
changes occasionally may result in
objective rating and ranking
plemented by subjective informa
major alterations in the capital
proposals.
tion.
budget, for example, in case of a
Projects may be ranked in the
sudden retrenchment or a decision
order of necessity; for example, if
to embark on a major expansion.
Assigning priorities
an old machine is functioning
poorly or is completely inoperative,
After the budget director’s ex
Expenditure authorization
amination of the proposals, they
it may need immediate replace
ment. Projects also may be ranked
Although all items incorporated
are presented to the budget com
in the order of their profitability.
in an approved capital budget are
mittee. The membership of this
intended for acquisition in the
committee varies among compa
The data on which the rankings are
based should be included with the
budget period, not all require im
nies. The budget director himself
other information in the budget
and the president are almost always
mediate expenditures. Some may
be approved with specific starting
committee’s report, for the actual
members. Since a majority of re
quests for capital additions origi
priorities will be determined by
dates; others may not. Frequently
top
management
and/or
the
board
it
is up to the department head
nate in the plant, it is usually
de

who originally supported the proj
of directors.
sirable to include a representative
ect to initiate its execution with a
factory management. Normally,
request for expenditure bearing his
too, there is a representative of the
Approval
financial organization.
signature.
The level of responsibility for the
Frequently an expenditure re
All projects recommended by the
final decision on major capital ad
quest for an item already author
budget director and the budget
ditions varies among companies.
ized in the capital budget requires
committee will presumably be
In some cases the chief executive
little further processing. It may
worthwhile in terms of the criteria
officer may make the decision; in
need the signature only of the
by which they have been screened.
budget director, controller, treas
others final authority is reserved to
Not all, however, will be equally
urer, or some other executive in a
the
board
of
directors
or
the
execu
urgent or equally profitable. Fur
position to know whether execu
thermore, the total to be spent for
tive committee.
tion of the capital budget is to
The budget committee’s recom
capital projects in the period under
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always be aware that capacity of a proposed asset may not be needed by the firm.
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A replacement asset may be essential immediately if an old machine functions poorly or is inoperative.

as

proceed according to plan or
whether a retrenchment is in the
offing. Sometimes, particularly in
a company where the president
delegates little authority, the presi
dent’s own signature may be re
quired.
The final signature affixed to the
application transforms it into an
official authorization. Copies of
final authorization forms should be
given to the department head, the
purchasing agent, and others who
need this information.

valid, accountants should take care
to see that unrelated costs of other
items are not charged to the capi
tal addition. Outlays for expenses
incurred at the same time or in
the same location, but not as part
the project, may be added er
roneously, either intentionally or
unintentionally, to the project’s ac
count. Thus, the accounting depart
ment should be notified immedi
ately when each stage of a project
is completed in order to forestall
additional, unrelated charges.

Progress reports

Follow-up

During the construction or in
stallation stage of a project man
agement should receive frequent
reports on costs, comparing actual
expenditures to estimated ones.
This is particularly important in
the case of projects that require
months or even years to complete.
It is essential to let management
know promptly when cost to date
indicates that overall expenditures
will be greater than originally an
ticipated. If warned in time, man
agement may be able to take cor
rective action—to scale down the
project, perhaps, or to institute
balancing economies. At the very
least, reports of overages should
alert management to anticipate a
squeeze on cash. With an early
warning, the company will be less
likely to find itself suddenly short
funds.
To ensure that cost and return
on investment calculations are

Even when relatively sophisti
cated criteria and procedures are
used in the evaluation of invest
ment proposals, a surprisingly large
number of companies fail to follow
up to see whether the forecast cost
savings or revenue increases were
actually achieved. There should be
a regular procedure, as standard
ized in format as the authorization
procedure, to review the results
each project after it has been in
operation for several years.
Accountants, working closely with
the department heads, equipment
specialists, and the budget director,
should be able to provide figures
indicating the profitability of a
capital addition. These data should
be scrutinized closely to deter
mine whether the project has ac
tually produced the indicated re
turn on investment. Such follow
ups will enable management to
evaluate the effectiveness of the
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overall capital budgeting program
well as of individual projects.5
The organization for equipment
analysis proposed in this article is
not assumed to be applicable in de
tail to all companies. Small com
panies may not be able to afford
the specialization indicated; large
companies may profit from even
further specialization. However, the
basic steps discussed, regardless of
the extent to which they are for
malized, are common to all capital
investment programs: proposal in
itiation, coordination, formal evalu
ation, budget request and approval,
priority determination, expenditure
request and approval, progress re
ports, and follow-up.
Each company must develop its
own organization, tailored to
own characteristics and require
ments. The structure outlined here
may serve as a framework for
analysis.
It is difficult to overstate the
need for an effective organization
for capital expenditure analysis,
utilized and understood by every
one in the company who is affected
by capital decisions. A properly or
ganized capital addition program
should do much to orient manage
ment’s thinking where it belongs—
toward the future rather than the
past.

5 Robert W. Blosser and John D. Archer,
“Machine Replacement Program Saves
$125,000 Yearly,” Factory Management
Maintenance, June, 1954, p. 114.
Management Services
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what people are writing about

agement techniques for cost re
duction and profit improvement.

BOOKS

Management Services by Ac
counting Firms by William E.
Arnstein, CPA, with the assistance
of Herman Burstein, The Ronald
Press Company, New York, 1967,
444 pages, $12.
This review of the management
consulting services that are avail
able from public accounting firms
seems to be basically promotional
in intent, but it also offers the
business reader a useful (though
highly condensed) summary of
some of the best of modern man

As every reader of this maga
zine knows, business’ use of CPA
firms for help in areas outside
auditing and tax work has grown
tremendously in recent years. Few
businessmen have a comprehensive
picture of the scope of the services
and how they are rendered. This
book seeks to provide such a per
spective for executives, bankers,
attorneys, lenders, and investors.
The principal author of this
book, partner in the management
services department of S. D. Leid
esdorf & Co., is a former chairman
of the committee on management

services of the New York State So
ciety of CPAs, a former member
of the committee on management
services of the American Institute
of CPAs, and a former consulting
editor of Management Services.
He and Dr. Burstein, economist
and statistician for S. D. Leides
dorf & Co., have contributed ar
ticles to this magazine.
After a brief description of the
nature of the management services
practice of accounting firms the
book discusses the specific tech
niques that are frequently intro
duced into a business by the con
sultants. Primarily these are tech
niques for control of operations
and for office management and ac
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counting methods,
systems,
andA Magazine
little manual
should
be invaluable
in4the
caseNo.
of4,program
Management
Services:
of Planning,
Systems,
and Controls,so
Vol.
[1967],
Art. 9 manage
to the manager who is between
procedures.
ment, for the program is as new to
jobs or restless in his present one.
Obviously the scope of the book
the company as the manager is to
The author assumes that men at
is broad. Subjects, all areas in
the program. The author of this
the
executive
level
know
what
to
which at least some CPAs offer
book,
formerly manager of pro

do once they have been invited for
consulting service, include manage
gram management for the controls
ment reporting, budgeting and
an interview. Therefore his pur
department of the Kearfott Divi
pose is not to teach qualified ex
profit planning, financial controls,
sion of General Precision, Inc., has
corporate planning, inventory man
ecutives how to get a job but
been through it all many times,
agement, personnel administration,
rather how to look for one—“to help
and he has tried to set down a
answer
the most difficult question
mathematical techniques, sales fore
generalized guide to the funda
of them all: ‘Where do I start?’”
casting, marketing expense control,
mentals.
Mr. Owen lists and discusses the
marketing policy, cost accounting
After a brief discussion of the
principal paths the executive job
and reporting, cost control, produc
general concepts of program man
seeker can follow: personal con
tion planning and scheduling, plant
agement and management in gen
tacts, personnel agencies, executive
facilities and materials handling,
eral, the book follows through on a
recruiters, executive job counselors,
data processing methods, systems
generalized design-production-supanswering newspaper ads, writing
design, clerical cost reduction, fil
ply sequence. It outlines the essen
letters to companies, and cold calls
ing and records management, and
tials of organization, contract nego
on companies and executive re
paperwork flow.
tiations, financial management, sys
cruiters. He rates each method in
Obviously, too, the discussion of
tems engineering, quality control,
terms of the degree of privacy it
each subject is brief. Such topics
procurement, contract management,
provides, the time it takes, and the
PERT and job evaluation get a
production, and phase-out, briefly
compensation level for which it is
couple of pages. As the authors ex
explaining such management tools
suitable.
plain, the techniques are described
as Gantt charting, PERT, and LineLittle space is devoted to the
“in sufficient detail that the busi
of-Balance. And it offers tips for
resume—since there are so many
nessman will be able to understand
getting along with superiors, sub
books on this subject—although a
their basic methods and purposes
ordinates, and other departments.
couple of examples are included.
... to determine whether the prof
The style is clear and direct al
Mr. Owen devotes more attention
its of his business could be im
though cliche-ridden. Over all, the
to the selling letter, with examples
proved by introducing one or more
book has an air of authenticity. It
and critiques of them. He also tabu
of these management tools.”
is clearly based on experience, and,
lates the relative suitability of the
Thus the book is, as the pub
for its somewhat specialized mar
resume, selling letter, and biog
lisher puts it, a sort of “catalog”
ket, it has obvious practical value.
raphy for the various job-hunting
of management techniques. It is
methods. He concludes with a list
also in practical effect a catalog of
of standard reference works that
the management services offered
by CPA firms, from which the busi
are helpful in the search.
The Hertz Survival Manual for
nessman can pick the services he
Mr. Owen knows a good deal
Traveling Businessmen edited by
needs and from which the CPA
Garth Hite, Norman Reader, and
about this field, and his pamphlet,
can pick the services he might like
Burton Richard Wolf, Renais
brief though it is, is probably one
to offer.
of the most practical job-seeking
sance Editions, Inc., New York,
1967, 667 pages,
(hard
guides available to the executive.
cover), $2.95 (paper back).
How to Look for a Job by Wil
B. Owen, Modem Publishing
Company (Box 186,10 Pearl Street,
Norwalk, Connecticut), 1967, 16
pages, $1.

liam

The Technical Program Man
ager’s Guide to Survival by Mel
vin Silverman, John Wiley & Sons,
Inc., New York, 1967, 124 pages,
$6.95.

Despite its somewhat misleading
title, this useful booklet is aimed
at the experienced executive, not
the graduating senior.

This little how-to-do-it book of
fers a quick but probably practical
guide to project management.

Written by an executive recruiter
who really knows the ins and outs
of the executive job market, this

The transition from technical
specialist to managerial generalist
is always difficult—and particularly
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This guidebook to 28 major U.S.
cities omits much of the standard
tourist information and substitutes
listings of services the traveling
businessman is likely to require.

Where in a strange city to rent
tuxedo, get glasses repaired, get
documents copied, and, of course,
rent a Hertz car are among the tid
bits of information offered in this
fat manual for the business trav
eler.
For each of the major cities cov
Management Services
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ered, ranging alphabetically from
hand, (2) purchase with borrowed
work and as a point of departure
Atlanta to Washington, D.C., the
funds, (3) maintenance lease (les
the auditing standards prescribed
guidebook provides background in
sor provides maintenance and
by the AICPA. These fall into three
formation; tips on business enter
covers similar costs), (4) finance
categories: (1) general standards,
taining, office hours and holidays,
(2) standards of field work, and
lease (lessee provides mainte
local weather and tipping, and
nance), and (5) reimbursement
(3) standards of reporting.
getting around (with city maps
of mileage.
He revises General Standard 1
and routes to airports); and listings
Actual historical fleet costs and
(relating to the adequate training
of sources of business and emer
average mileages were used, dis
and proficiency of an auditor) to
gency information.
counted at an assumed cost of capi
meet management services require
Sightseeing and other tourist in
tal of 10 per cent.
ments as follows: “The assignment
formation is dropped, except for
Using the assumption that the
is to be performed by a person or
rather sketchy listings of hotels,
company could only finance at its
persons having adequate technical
motels, and restaurants. Instead,
present cost of capital (and that
training and proficiency in the
there are directories of some fifty
the method of financing would not
specialized skills involved.”
services the traveling businessman
affect other investment opportuni
General Standard 2 prescribes an
ties ), the authors found little choice
might need, including barbers,
independence of mental attitude
between the two purchase meth
catering services, secretarial ser
for the auditor. The author con
vices, interpreters, locksmiths, mes
ods. For the average auto mileage
cedes that in giving management
sengers, out-of-town newspapers,
of 22,735 miles per year, the finance
advice, especially to small clients,
lease was least costly. The main
suppliers of visual aids, and even
the CPA may become an indepen
pawnbrokers. Introductory chap
tenance lease was slightly more
dent adviser and in effect become
ters provide suggestions on travel
expensive than purchase, and re
part of management itself. This of
planning (including credit cards,
imbursement of mileage, at ten
course would weaken his indepen
luggage, and dictating equipment)
cents per mile, was by far the most
dence as an auditor. Mr. Davies
costly. The breakeven mileage
and on taxes and expense accounts.
would modify General Standard 2
point was 11,640 miles per year
Car rental is spoken of approv
to apply to management services
for use of the finance lease instead
ingly, and no Hertz competitors are
as follows:
of reimbursement; it was, of course,
listed. Otherwise, the book, based
“In all matters relating to an as
higher
for
the
other
methods.
on information supplied by travel
signment involving advisory ser
editors of local newspapers, seems
The data used should be varied
vice an independence in mental
for the individual situation. In ad
to be factual and unbiased.
attitude is to be maintained. How
Unquestionably it fills a real
dition, it might be appropriate to
ever, in an assignment where the
base federal income taxes on ac
CPA exercises a function of man
need. The guide, which will be re
celerated depreciation rather than
agement,
distinct from manage
vised annually, will be sold through
ment counsel, the need for inde
on the straight line method. The
normal retail channels and also will
pendence should be subordinated
value of the article is in presenting
be available for inspection at Hertz
to protection of the client’s best in
a
framework
within
which
the
offices.
terests, in which case the CPA dis
proper decisions can be made.
qualifies
himself from exercising
Park Leathers, CPA
the
level
of
independence in men
University of Pennsylvania
tal
attitude
necessary
for conduct
MAGAZINES
ing an independent audit.”
One might wish that the author
Selecting a Route for Fleet Fi
had
included in his standard more
nancing by Donald H. Shuckett
Do We Need Generally Accepted
specific
criteria for resolving the
and Edward J. Mock, Financial
Standards for Management Serv
dilemma
of independence. At what
Executive, May, 1967.
ices? by Maurice B. T. Davies,
point does the performance of man
The California CPA Quarterly,
agement services by the CPA com
The authors present exhibits
March, 1967.
promise his independence as an
showing how to choose, on a dis
auditor? Is it ever ethical to with
counted cash flow basis, among
The question is rhetorical. The
draw from the management ser
various methods of financing a
author asserts the need for ac
vices engagement in order to retain
fleet of automobiles and give
cepted standards in management
breakeven formulas for determin
the audit? More important, how
services and proposes a tentative
does the CPA avoid the temptation
ing the point at which mileage al
set of standards.
to have his audit and his manage
lowances become too costly.
ment services engagement too?
Mr. Davies proposes that stan
The author accepts General
Five alternatives were consid
dards for management services be
ered: (1) purchase with funds on
Standard 3 unchanged except for
developed by using as a frame
Published
by eGrove,
July-August,
1967 1967
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lems inherent in management ser
with the lack of generally accepted
reference to oral reports sometimes
vices work. These problems include
required by management services
professional standards in this rap
the risk of not being able to de
engagements: “Due professional
idly expanding field of activity.
velop a solution to the clients’
Harold I. Purcell, CPA
care is to be exercised in the per

problems that will be satisfactory
formance of the assignment and
University of Southern California
in view of such limiting factors as
the preparation of related reports,
both oral and written.”
time, cost, degree of acceptance
and implementation by the client
Field Work Standard 1 states:
of the recommendations, and the
“The work is to be adequately
How to Audit Electronically Pro
planned and assistants, if any, are
scope of the assignment. These last
duced Records by Robert J. Mon
three proposed standards are
to be properly supervised.” The
teverde, Management Controls,
grouped as follows:
author adopts this standard with
January, 1967.
“An assignment should be under
out change.
Field Work Standard 2, relating
taken only if the CPA is reasonably
This article explores changes in
satisfied, through initial investiga
to evaluation of internal control as
audit procedures and techniques
a basis for determining the extent
tion, that: the client will be willing
necessary for the examination of
to accept his recommendations; the
of audit tests, is not closely rele
electronically produced records.
vant to most management services
client already has, or can make
assignments; however, a related
available, a staff capable of imple
The author, a manager with Peat,
menting the recommendations; and
Marwick, Livingston & Co., con
standard is necessary in that a
broad consideration of the impli
the cost to the client will be reas
siders the effects of electronic data
onable in relation to the expected
processing on the audit procedures
cations of an assignment should be
benefits from the assignment.
employed by independent and in
made even if the scope of the en
“An assignment should be under
gagement is limited. This standard
ternal auditors.
taken only after mutual agreement
is expressed as follows:
“Because there are no changes in
audit concepts or philosophy when
“The scope of an assignment
between the client and the CPA on
matters relating to the purpose,
dealing with electronically pro
should be broad enough to encom
scope, content, duration, and ex
duced records, the general audit
pass all matters likely to be of sig
approach will remain unchanged,”
nificance in producing the desired
pected cost of the work, and in any
results, except where otherwise
assignment of substance this agree
he says. This general audit ap
agreed with the client, who should
ment should be reduced to writing.
proach includes the determination
understand the possible conse
“Each assignment is to be sup
of the objective of each type of
transaction, determination of the
quences of such limitations.”
ported by a body of records and
Field Work Standard 3 concerns
specific accounting principles that
working papers to substantiate the
the obtaining of evidential matter
work done, the facts derived, and
have been adopted, preparation of
permanent files on the company’s
to afford a basis for an opinion on
the conclusions reached.”
The author concludes his article
systems, evaluation of internal con
financial statements. Management
trols, and development of an audit
by recommending that tentative
services conclusions must also be
program.
standards be set by professional
based upon adequate examination
Although the general audit ap
associations to provide guidelines
of relevant facts, but the variety of
proach
and objectives remain un
for
preliminary
testing.
After
these
assignments may permit a greater
changed,
specific procedures and
standards have met the test of
range in the degree of written evi
techniques must be revised when
practical application and general
dence required by the circum
auditing electronically processed
acceptance, they should be promul
stances. The author’s suggested
records. Mr. Monteverde discusses
gated formally.
standard reads as follows:
several problems unique to the
The American Institute of Cer
“Facts relevant to the formula
auditing of such records, including
tified Public Accountants has en
tion of a conclusion are to be de
these:
termined and substantiated by such
couraged the accounting profession
1. Controls built into the com
means
are appropriate in the
to push forward into the area of
puter’s circuitry
management advisory services, and
circumstances, such as inspection,
2. Controls programed into the
observation, inquiries, or other
accounting firms have responded
machine’s operating instructions
with enthusiasm, even to the extent
means, and the implications of
3. Lack of hard copy postings
of offering services well beyond the
these facts are to be studied in
and reports between the source
usual activities of accountants.
reaching the resulting conclusions.”
documents and the summary state
Thus the need for an
state
Auditing standards of reporting
ments
are not parallel to the problems of
ment of standards is urgent. Mr.
4. The advantages and disad
Davies’ article provides a useful
management services, but Mr. Da
vantages of auditing “around the
vehicle for discussion and consid
vies suggests three additional stan
dards that are related to the prob
machines” and instances when the
eration by accountants concerned
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol4/iss4/9
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issue] decisions—By accepting
auditor can place reliance
on this Services,
who isVol.
acting
a management
type of procedure
consultant, “that is, it does not sug
the role of making management
5. The advantages and disad
gest to a reasonable observer a
decisions, the CPA impairs his audit
vantages of auditing “through the
conflict of interest.”
independence.
machines” and instances when this
Becoming an employee—The con
procedure is superior or mandatory.
sultant becomes an employee of
Independence
The uses, advantages, and disad
the firm if he is engaged to fill a
vantages of both theoretical and
The author then goes on to
“gap” in management or to de
live-data test decks are discussed,
evaluate these conclusions. He
velop an internal staff. Hence he
along with other techniques by
starts with two aspects of audit
impairs his audit independence.
which the auditor can utilize the
independence. “First, the CPA
These areas of potential conflict
electronic equipment to his ad
must possess a state of mind which
have been identified by the Com
vantage. Finally, 44 questions il
mittee on Professional Ethics of the
makes him self reliant and not sub
lustrate the types of inquiries the
ordinate to his client and, second,
AICPA. However, Dr. Schulte finds
auditor should make when evalu
additional areas that offer a poten
the CPA must be free of any self
ating internal control.
interest which might warp his
tial challenge to audit indepen
Paul llan Pacter
dence:
judgment, even unconsciously, in
Michigan State University
Closeness to the client—By par
expressing his opinion on finan
ticipating in the decision making
cial statements.” The second re
process, the consultant often de
quirement, unique to the CPA’s
velops a close relationship with
profession, is there because of the
Management Services: A Chal
management. This closeness may
reliance of third parties on the
lenge to Audit Independence?
impair his objectivity.
CPA’s report upon the fairness of
by Arthur A. Schulte, Jr., Ac
Advocacy position—In assisting
the financial statements.
counting Review, October, 1966.
in the solution of a problem the
Dr. Schulte then analyzes the
consultant may attempt to per
consultant-client relationship. In
The AICPA Committee on Pro
his capacity
an advisory staff
suade his client, because any idea
fessional Ethics has taken the posi
is worthless without implementa
man, the consultant participates in
tion that the CPA can render man
all the steps necessary for making
tion. On the acceptance of the con
agement services without impairing
management decisions—identifying
sultant’s ideas and recommenda
his audit independence as long as
tions depends his success. Thus,
the problem, finding and evaluat
“he does not make management de
“the CPA becomes both logically
ing alternatives for solution, and
cisions or take positions which
and emotionally involved in the de
presenting recommendations — but
might impair that objectivity.” But
not in making decisions. In order
cision and its outcome.” When he
are these the only two identifiable
to be considered truly professional,
becomes so interested in and par
sources of a threat to audit inde
the consultant’s advice and services
tial toward the results of recom
pendence?
must be integral to the whole de
mendations which he will later
audit, he is no longer objective.
cision process. Besides being an
Management consulting is a fast
The
consultant also impairs his
advocate for his client, the con
growing area of the CPA’s prac
audit
independence when his cli
sultant in most situations is em
tice, and with it come many prob
ent’s interest becomes of “primary
pathetic with the management de
lems.
particularly important
importance.”
cision maker. Once he is engaged
problem is whether audit inde
Self-interest—The quality of his
to render advice and service the
pendence is impaired by render
work as a consultant is judged by
consultant’s reputation is at stake.
ing management services. From
results. As his prestige depends on
He also assumes direct responsi
Opinion No. 12 of the AICPA’s
results of his service, then he has
bilities to his client and indirect
Committee on Professional Ethics
a “direct financial interest” in the
responsibilities to third parties.
the author draws the following
outcome of his consulting.
conclusions:
To assess whether the CPA’s ap
Potential conflict
Contention One—The perform
pearance of independence is im
ance of management services im
paired by engaging in management
Having stressed the meaning of
pairs audit independence in two
services, the writer used a mail sur
audit independence and described
cases “where in acting as a man
vey of “four important groups of
the consultant-client relationship,
agement consultant the CPA may
third parties who rely on certified
the writer then relates these two
public
accountants’ audit reports
(a) make management decisions or
areas. He discusses separately the
in making investment and credit
(b) become in effect an employee.”
following areas of potential con
decisions.” These groups were fi
Contention Two — Management
flict between the CPA’s role as an
nancial analysts of brokerage firms,
independent auditor and his role
services do not impair the appear
as a business consultant:
ance of independence of the CPA
bank
investment officers of
Published
by eGrove,
July-August,
1967 1967
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of contemporary management ac
counting systems are influenced in
insurance companies, and invest
counting is a product of, and is
the selection of the measurable
ment officers of domestic mutual
geared to, these classical theories.”
variables by their views of human
funds. He assumed that these four
Modern organization theory, as
behavior in organizations. He fur
groups represented “reasonable ob
described
by Professor Caplan,
ther suggests that the management
servers.”
combines the decision-centered
Sixty-seven per cent of the re
accounting system reflects the
theories of the Barnard-Simontheory of organization held by the
spondents did not believe that man
March-Cyert models he cites with
agement services have serious in
management of the enterprise
McGregor’s “Theory Y” and the
fluence on audit independence.
wherein the system is employed.
managerial philosophies of Chris
They expressed two reasons for
The management accounting proc
Argyris (Personality and Organi
this belief: (1) The management
ess is seen by the author
an at
zation) and Rensis Likert (New
consultant is not a decision maker.
tempt to influence behavior.
Patterns of Management).
(2) They trusted the CPA’s in
The article develops two sets of
tegrity to avoid conflict of interest
assumptions that underlie organi
with his audit independence.
zations in our society. For purposes
‘Modern’ theory
Thirty-three per cent of the re
of illustration, the author postu
In essence, the management ac
spondents doubted that a CPA
lates behavioral assumptions on
counting system in the “modern”
could maintain his audit indepen
what he terms the “traditional”
theories is an information system
dence while he was rendering
management accounting model of
management services to the same
to provide data for decisions as
the firm and “modem” organiza
well as a part of the communica
client. They generally indicated
tion theory. The behavioral as
tions network within the organiza
that “their confidence in the CPA’s
sumptions developed by Professor
tion. The “modern” theories reject
audit independence has been less
Caplan are summarized in two
the profit maximization assumption
ened, to some extent” by the CPA’s
tables contained in the article,
of the traditional model and substi
engagement in management ser
which provide an excellent outline
tute
“satisficing” (satisfactory prof
vices. Three reasons were given for
and digest of the author’s principal
its
in
terms of a dominant coali
their doubt: (1) a closeness to the
points.
tion’s multiple objectives) and or
client, (2) an advocacy position,
ganizational survival as the major
and (3) a stake in the results of the
‘
Traditional
’
model
determinants of managerial deci
consulting engagement.
sions.
Several respondents, especially
The “traditional” management
Although Professor Caplan warns
from the larger companies, ex
accounting model results from a
against considering the traditional
pressed an opinion that manage
blending of the economic theory
assumptions completely invalid, he
ment services have less impact on
of the firm and its assumed goal
gives the impression that he views
audit independence in large CPA
of maximization with the classical
the
traditional management ac
firms where management consult
theories of organization attributed
counting
system, spawned in the
ing and auditing services are per
to early writers on the subject such
era
of
laissez
faire capitalism, as
formed by separate staffs.
as Henri Fayol, Frederick W. Tay
Ahmed A. Shinawi
also
doomed
to
the “dustheap of
lor, and James D. Mooney. In the
history.
”
As
he
states
in the article,
University of Southern California
traditional model, the principal
“
The
adoption
of
a
more
realistic
function of the management ac
model
of
behavior
by
accountants
counting system is to act
a con
could place them in the position of
trol device to isolate variances sub
Behavioral Assumptions of Man
leading
rather than passively fol
ject to the “management by excep
agement Accounting by Edwin
lowing
the
changes in management
tion” principle. This model implies
H. Caplan, The Accounting Re
philosophy which are bound to oc
a somewhat mechanistic view of the
cur as a result of the impact of
view, July, 1966.
human element in organization in
modern organization theory.”
that the individual is seen as a
This article develops two sets of
In addition to the two behavioral
commodity in the production proc

assumptions regarding the rela
models of the firm discussed in re
. TheX management theory de
tionship between the management
lation to the management account
scribed by the traditional model is
accounting system and the attitude
ing system, Professor Caplan
similar to that of McGregor’s
of the accountants and managers
might
well have included a third
“Theory ” in The Human Side of
of the system toward human be

major
area of organization anal
Enterprise cited by Professor Cap
havior in organizations.
ysis, namely, the power-conflict
lan. The author feels that the tra
models of theorists such as Neil
ditional model predominates in to
W. Chamberlain and Kenneth E.
It is Professor Caplan’s conten
day’s business enterprises and that
Boulding. One of the major criti
“. . . with respect to both its
tion that the accountants who de
philosophy and techniques, much
cisms leveled against the models
sign and operate management ac
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presented by Professor: Management
Caplan is Services,
suggests,
“The
ac [whole
of issue]
the firm with the principles of
Vol. 4,
No. 4,management
July-August 1967
their failure to deal effectively with
counting function is essentially a
scientific management in order to
the question of conflict in organi
behavioral function . ..,” then, it is
extract the underlying assumptions
zation.
of the traditional model certainly
incumbent upon the accountant to
The author observes that some
deserves commendation.
recognize the basic assumptions

management accountants see their
that make up the control philosophy
The reader sophisticated in the
function as that of enterprise critic
and framework and to select vari
literature of management will find
or, worse yet, “. . . view the success
ables consistent with them. By
the tables developed by the author
of the accounting department and
postulating several possible sets of
a handy and concise guide to the
the technical perfection of the ac
behavioral assumptions, Professor
substance of the article and a great
counting process as ends in them
Caplan provides a base for further
aid in grasping the logic of his
selves.” These, however, are not
analysis.
argument.
the “conflict” situations that require
This article is certainly to be rec
.analysis. Those areas are usually
ommended to the serious student
Impact of technology
•considered “frictions” in that they
(or practitioner) of management
lack the “clash of values” of real
The author’s suggestion that em
accounting. And, it might be noted,
•conflict.
pirical research be conducted on
a remarkable feature of Professor
Caplan’s article is the fact that he
the behavioral assumptions actually
held by accountants and the con
wrote fourteen pages without once
Organizational realities
having to resort to algebra—cer
sequences of these assumptions
But, when the author asks the
should furnish grist for graduate
tainly a rarity these days.
•question, “. . . should the account
Eugene J. Corman, CPA
students seeking thesis and dis
ant be concerned with providing
University of Southern California
sertation topics. This may not be
the kinds of information that man
the real issue, however. Our pres
agement actually wants or the kinds
ent technology and the direction in
•of information that management
which it is headed speak volumes
should want?” he sets the stage for
P/E Analysis in Acquisition Strat
about the attitudes of modern sci
a classic example of organization
egy by Donald J. Smaller and
ence toward human inefficiency and
•conflict. Here he strikes at the basic
Roderic C. Lancey, Harvard Busi
wastefulness. And industry’s con
structure of a business organization
cern with the products of science
ness Review, November-December,
and forces the issue of value judg
(computers, automatic factories,
1966.
ments to the forefront. If the man
etc.) bespeaks its basic philosophy.
agement accountant of “modern”
A technology that seems bent upon
This article reports the findings
organization theory controls the
supplanting individuals with ma
of a study of how price /earnings
information system to the extent
chines would appear to exert more
ratios are determined and draws
that Professor Caplan implies he
influence on the management ac
some conclusions for use in corpo
will, he is, de facto, the chief ex
counting system than do the ac
rate acquisition planning.
ecutive, and the managerial hier
countants’ assumptions about hu
archy of the typical organization
man behavior. Nevertheless, em
Acquisition of other companies
chart is a set of empty boxes. The
pirical research in this area
has become an increasingly im
answer to Professor Caplan’s ques
might demonstrate the incongruity
portant element of growth strate
tion requires a third set of behav
between many current theories
gy. The crucial test for the cor
ioral assumptions grounded in the
of what organizational behavior
porate candidate to pass before it
realities of organizational life rather
is acquired is this: Will it maintain
should be like and the direction
than the normative theories of the
and possibly improve the acquir
our technology is actually taking
ing company’s price/earnings ratio.
models illustrated.
it.
The authors have conducted an
Professor Caplan has performed
For those readers in Professor
extensive
study to determine the
a noteworthy service for those con
Caplan’s audience who have not
factors
affecting
the P/E ratio. It
cerned with the management ac
had the opportunity to keep
appears
to
be
based
on psychologi
counting process by pointing out
abreast of the recent literature in
cal reactions to future prospects
the behavioral aspects of account
the management area, this article
and on subjective judgments rather
ing and the related assumptions
contains many fringe benefits. It
than on detailed, soundly con
underlying the art. It is easy to
is an excellent summary of the de
ceived, quantitative analyses. They
overlook the fact that the manage
cision-centered theories and pro
were able to select six factors con
ment information system, of which
vides more than sufficient biblio
trolling P/E ratios. Listed in order
accounting is a part, does have as
graphical data for those who would
of importance, they are as follows:
one of its prime purposes the in
care to pursue the subject further.
future per share earnings growth;
fluencing of the actions of organi
Furthermore, the author’s artful
minimum fluctuations in the earn
zation participants. If, as the author
weaving of the economic theory
July-August, 1967
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PUBLICATIONS OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO MANAGEMENT SERVICES READERS

ACCOUNTING
AND THE
COMPUTER

What does the computer mean to the accountant? How is it affecting account
ing and auditing techniques and procedures? How is it being used to develop
and provide management with more sophisticated business information?

Designed to
as a comprehensive introduction to this important subject,
this book brings together—in convenient reference form—selected materials
from The Journal of Accountancy and Management Services as well as various
technical papers prepared for the American Institute. It also includes a glossary
of terms most frequently encountered in this area.
The major subjects covered include The Challenge of Automation . .. Elements
of EDP . . . Auditing the Computer. . . The Impact of EDP on Internal Control. . .
Management and the Computer... The Total Information Concept... and
Computer Installations.

The book should be valuable to the accounting practitioner because it focuses
on problems he is likely to encounter as well as new opportunities available to
him. And financial executives will find the book helpful as a guide to some
of the specific applications of computers to modern business management.
CLOTH BOUND

MANAGEMENT
SERVICES
TECHNICAL
STUDIES

$5.00

These studies, which deal with specific management problems, include text ma

terials followed by discussions of actual
cases. They utilize self-teaching methods
to help the reader develop a greater facility for handling similar problems in
the course of his work.

In each case studied, a business situation is fully described and the reader is
asked to consider how he would deal with such questions as quantitative analysis
of the data . . . approach to the job . . . fee estimates. . . man-day requirements,
etc. This is followed by a description of how the case was actually handled,
thereby making it possible for the reader to compare his
analysis, conclu
sions and recommendations with those which were developed.
By studying the material in this fashion, you will learn how best to size up
the distinctive characteristics of specific business situations and develop the
best possible solutions to the problems discussed. Paper bound.
NO. 1: COST ANALYSIS
DECISIONS

PRODUCT LINE

NO. 2: COST ANALYSIS
DISTRIBUTION POLICIES

PRICING AND

NO. 3: COST ANALYSIS
EXPANSION OR
CONTRACTION OF A BUSINESS

NO.
ANALYSIS FOR PURCHASING
FINANCING PRODUCTIVE EQUIPMENT

$3.00 EACH

COMPUTER
RESEARCH
STUDIES

AND

POST BINDER $3.50

These studies represent the results of an intensive program of research and
investigation undertaken by the System Development Corporation on behalf
of the American Institute. They consider the impact which computers are
having on the public accounting profession—a subject which is of critical
importance to every member of the profession.
NO. 1: SURVEY
MENTS $2.00

COM

NO. 4: RELATIONSHIPS AMONG CPAs, BANKS
AND SERVICE BUREAUS $1.00

OF ADP

NO. 5: SOFTWARE TRENDS—HARDWARE CHAR
ACTERISTICS $2.00

RESULTS—VOLUNTARY

NO. 2: CURRENT BASIC
INFORMATION $1.00

SOURCES

NO.
COMPUTER APPLICATIONS
COUNTING OPERATIONS $2.00

TO

AC
POST BINDER $3.50

AICPA MEMBER DISCOUNT—AICPA publications are available to members at a 20 percent
discount. The minimum order subject to this discount is $2.50. If your order totals $2.50 or
more, please deduct 20 percent from the prices shown.

Please add 5 percent sales tax in New York City. Elsewhere in
New York State, add
percent tax plus local tax if applicable.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
666 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019
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Is this any way to treat your waterways?
Keep your home beautiful — keep America beautiful
You swim and fish and go boating on America’s waterways. You
live there —they’re part of your home. Why litter your home? Why
litter your America? Litter is ugly and unhealthy and dangerous.
Cleaning it up costs millions in taxes you help pay. Every litter
bit hurts you.
Litter doesn’t throw itself away; litter doesn’t just happen. People
cause it —and only people can prevent it. ‘‘People’’ means you.
Keep America Beautiful.
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol4/iss4/9
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